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THE F O R Y A L  SYSTEM I S  AN EXTENSPB~I O F  FORTRAN V WHICH 
PROVIDES THE USER WITH THE CAPABILITY OF PERFORMING SYMBOLIC 
A L G E B R A I C  MANlPUhAfIONo I N  THIS SYSTEM, THE VALUE OF 4 VARIABLE 
C A N  RE A SYVRBLIC ALGEBRAIC  EXPRESSION, ARITHMETIC OPERATIONSP 
DIFFERENVIBTION,  sPFCIAL  QpERATTONS AND S I M P $ I F I C A T I O t l  OF SYMBOLIC 
ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS A R E  ALL PROVIDED THE SYSTEM, THE INTERAC- 
T I V E  FORMAL SYSTEU ES A SUBPET OF THE FORMAL SYSTCM WHICH I S  
INDEPENDENT OF FORTR!IN V ,  THIS SYSTEM CAN BE USED FOR SYMBOLIC 
BLGEBPAIC MANIQULATIQN I N  AN INTEW4CBIVE ENVIRONMENT SUCH AS 
TELETYPE, 
THE SYSTEM IS  IP fPLEMEN~EB FOR THE UNlVAC L l O B v  ArJD I T S  DEW 
T A I L E b  TECI4NPCAL DOCIJMENTAT~ON I S  CONTWINED I N  TECHNICAL REPORT 
70-134 ,  
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F O R M A L  15 W PROGPrSMkflNG SYSTEM N H P C H  IS  AN EXTEr\dS%ON OF F O R -  
TRAN* I T  CONSISTS OF A LANGUhGEp A PREPROCESSORB THE FORTRAN 
COMPILER I T S E L F ,  AND OPJECY TIME SIJBROUTINESB THE PURPOSE OF THE 
SYSTEM IS  TO PROVIDE A C W P P R I L I V Y  F O R  PERFORMING SYMBOLIC AbGk- 
RRAIC MANIPULATIONS I N  ADD1nIBN T O  THE NUMERICAL CALCIJLATION 
C A P A R I b l T Y  OF FORTRAN, TVE PVSTEM 15 IMPLEMENTED FOR THE UNIVAC 
E I O R  A S  AN EXTENSIO~I OF FOMTPPN vI THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMAL 
SYSTEM WAP INSPIRED nY I R M "  SFOWMAC SYSTEM@ W H I C H  15 AVAILABLE FOR 
I B M  7 0 9 0 / 9 4  AND 3 6 0 ,  
TME LANGUAGE OF F O R M b L ,  AS AN EXTENSION OF FORTRAN@ I S  COMPOSED 
OF STATEMENTS, A STATEMENT c4FJ RE E%TI4ER A NORMAL FORTRAN STATE- 
MENT OR A F O R M A L  SVATFMENT, AEBREVIATED HEREIN AS "-STATEMENT9. 
OUR A I M  I S  T O  DEFINE THE F O R M A T  !OR SYNTAX) OF THE F-STATEMENTS 
OESCRIPTJVEBY BY UPIYG SYNTACTICAL RULES S I M I L A R  T O  FnBTRAN STPTE- 
MEPITS IsJHENEVER THEIR SEMANTICS A R E  5 I M I L P I R i  E.GBe THE FORMAL 
ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT DIFFERS FRO14 % T S  FORTRAN COUNTERPART ONLY I N  
THPT I T  15 ENCLOSED IN APOSTROPHES, THF INVEWFhCE RETNEEN FORMAL 
RNB FOHT'f?AN S T A E M G h l T S  I %  PROVIDED R Y  THE USE OF FORTRAN NUMERICAL 
EXPRESSIONS WITH 5PFCIAL FORMAPING I N  FORMAL STATEMENTS, AND HY 
ThF OPERATEON OF F O R T R A N  VALUED FUFdCSSBNS ON FORMAL EYPRESSIONSe 
TH1S REPORT I S  DESIGNED TO G P V E  A COMPLETE D E S C R I P T I O N  OF THE 
FORPAL. SYSTCM AS I T  14 ZMPL-FMENTED FOR THE UNIVAC IBOR, I T  I 5  
ASSUMED SWAT THE PEAREP 15 F ~ v X L P A R  WITH FQMVRANt THEREFORE NO 
8AVTEFfF'T J g M A D E  T C  PkISCTIUT 3NY FOWf24N FEATURES, CHAPTER 3 PHOVI-  
g .- - oeS TkjE ~ t r ~ c r  41 ~ r t C l F l i ' b T T e " l N 1 ;  O F  TWE FXTENOEB LANGUAGE AND I S  
UESPGNEb 4; tl USER" " ~ N ~ I A c ~  CH&PTEW 4 CONTAINS EXAMPLES FOR THE 
EXTENDED L+$NGWAGE, ' ~ t ~ ' f E f <  5 DESCRIWES $HE INTERACTIVE F O R M A L  
5YSTEKp N T  f H  CHPPTe" e ,  CONTAINING EXAMPLES FOR THE USE O F  T H I S  
SYSTEM, CSAPVER 7 t % S Y S  THF ERROR MESSAGES PRINTED BY THE SYSTEMe 
;', kiAE' s CR ii 1jE" i  r r  ir- s:"h:'4C$IC DE'FJNf T I O N  h"d THE F O R M A L  STATEMEPJTS a 
::KAF TFP 9 DFSCPIBES TVE P N T C R N A L  ~ * T P U C T ? I F ~ ~  OF THE 5 Y k l l : O L I C  EXPPES- 
"sTONS; 3r:b TkWR~~rbb:f  gtnhS DkSCRtPTIgdP1, G I V E S  A PRECISE DEFINITION OF 
f r  iF  5PI.C % A $  $:ORPhUkb IdANYPtlb  A? ING FtlNCTIOb4S - SUCH AS THE 
Ntl!Jf f iATOH/DE NBMINATOr?  APi EXPRESS I ON t ETC , 
NOTE: 
T);F ~ ~ J $ ~ ~ ~ ~ C T T V ~ ~  C O R M ~ ~ I ~  <,YSTrId (:C48\1SI5TL UF O h L f  $TORi~A"6_TbTEk-?EPI- 
T s ,  rWUSp 7 T  Ti hi09 1-PJ FRTCPQSTD~/  OF FOF*TRAN, THIS SYSTEM IS  IMPLE- 
M;rfpE$l [ j Y  bkfk l ] 5 E  ()F I t 4 5 -  GP.I"~-CT T ["nf ~ i ) R l < i f > [ j T ~ l G E S  R Y  TKF 
: - X a [ ~ j i l c l i  i"c~N-iY/al y c 1 7 i p ~ t u  
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3 ,  GENERAL SPECIFJCBT%O&S 
T I i I S  CHAPTER CONTAINS THE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR THE USER OF 
THE FORMAL SYSTEM, I T  I S  SUPPLEMENTED WITH EXAMPLE5 I N  CHAPTER 4, 
AND WITH A L I S T  OF THE ERROR MESSAGES I N  CHAPTER 7, I b l  SOME C R I T I -  
CAL CASES, TtiE USER MAY WAI'4-f TO CONSULT W E  MORE PRECISE DEFII.41- 
TIONS I N  CHAPTERS 8 AND 9, 
3 , b ,  CONTROL CARD AND C A R D  FORMAT 
A FORMAL PROGRAM M A Y  COPlSIST OF SEVERAL SUBPROGRAMS, EACH SUB- 
PROGRAM MUST START WITH A CONTROL CARD, WHEN A SUBPROGRAM DOES NOT 
CONTAIN ANY FORMAL STATEMENTS* ITS CONTROL CARD CORRESPONDS T O  THE 
LANGUAGE IN WHICH THE SIIRPROGWAM W A S  WRITTEN, E,G, A FORTRAN SUB- 
P H O G R A M  WITHOUT F O R M A L  STATEMENTS WAS A CQNTROL CARD AS FOLLOWS: 
( A S  DESCRIBED I N  THE EXEC 8 MANUAL), A FORTRAN SUBPROGRAM CON- 
T A I N I h G  FORMAL STATEMENTS MUST HAVE THE CONTROL CARD AS BELOW: 
THE OFTIONS USED ON A FORMAL PROCESSOH CALL CARD AQE L I S T E D  
f3ELE3bni e 
W DO NOT A U T O M A T I C A L L Y  COMPILE THE GENERATED SY9'BOLIC ELE- 
MENT e 
I ENPUT A NEW , OGWAM FROM CBRBS, 
L PRODUCE5 A L I S T I N G  O F  THE SOURCE CODE AND THE GENERATED 
SOURCE CODE, 
I.d PRODUCES NO L I S T I N G *  
5 PRODUCES A LISTING O F  THE ORIGINAL SOURCE CODE ONLY, 
U UPDATE THE POURGE INPUT ELEMENT, 
W L I S T  SOURCE MODIFICATION ChRDS WITH SOURCE PROGRAM LL- 
ST ING,  
THE SPECIFICATIOW FIELDS FRtrST BE WRITTEN I N  ELEMENT NOTATION 
l S F E  PRM 5,4,1ke 
I F  THE qP" OPTION 1% PRFSENTF SPEC 1 SPECIFIES THE NAME OF THE 
SYP4ROk%C ELEMkNV TO r3E GENFRATED FROM THE INPUT CARDS ( F O R  P05- 
5XRG E LATER UPDATING) ,  IF 5kPEC I IS NO"%"NVEN, THE S O U R C E  IMAGES 
\iTkl PJOT BF <",1"2VFD, ' IT  c;rq-e 2 15 NOT G:,IiRFhJ~ SPEC 1 kILL DE USED 
$ 0 R  IT, 
I F  THE ' I e  OPTION 15 ABSENT, SPEC 1 SPECIFIES THE SYMBOLIC 
ELEMENT TO BE USED FOR SOURCE INPUT, SPEC 3 SPECIFIES AN UPBATED 
SYMBOLIC ELEYENP $6 BE GENERATED BY APPLYING THE CORRECTIONS (SEE 
PRM 5 , 6 , 3 )  TO SPEC P s  I N  T H I S  CASE SPEC 2 MUST BE S P E C I F I E D ,  
SPEC 2 A L W A Y S  DENOTES THE NAME OF A SYMBOLIC ELEMEFIT WITH THE 
TRANSLATE5 IMAGES, WHICH WILL. RE GENERATED BY THE PREPROCESSOH. 
I F  THE vF3Q OPTION I S  NOT S P E C I F I E D ,  THE PREPROCESSOR WILL 
DYNAMICALLY ADD THE STATEMENTS : 
QRALPWeFS (SPEC 2)r<SPEC 4) 
OEOF 
I F  THE (SPEC 4) 15 NOT G I V E N @  THE RALPH COMPILER WILL AUTOMATICAL- 
LY  USE (SPEC 2) FOP THE WELOCATABLE OUTPUT FIELD. 
I F  THE W8' OPTION I S  S E T @  THE USER HAS TO COMPILE THE GENERATED 
SYMBOLIC ELEMENT. 
BEFORE THE EXECUTION@ THE PROGRAMS WILL HAVE TO BE COLLECTED 
USING THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE : 
OM AP 




THE CARD FORMATS OF FORMAL STATEMENTS ARE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME 
A5 TWCSE OF THE F O R T R A N  S T ~ T E M E N T S ,  COLUMNS 1-5 ARE RFSERVEO FOR 
STATEMENT NUMBER# COLUMN 6 15 FOR CONTINUATION( THE STATEMENT MUST 
s9PPEAR kr2EVkd:'EEN COLUF'FdS 9 Ab10 722r AND COLUMNS 73-80 M A Y  CONTAIN 
IDENTIPICATZON (SEQl i .  ICE NtlMJtRERING) BLANK COLUMNS CAN BE FREELY 
INTERSPERSED IN THE ~ T A T E M F ~ T ,  
3 e 2 ,  FORMAL STA VEMENTS 
A F O R M A L  STATEMENTa OW F-STATEMENT, I S  EITHER LABELED OR UNLA- 
RkLED, THE LABEL I S  d "~ATEMENT N!JVRER S I M I L A R  TO THAT OF A 
F O R T R A N  STATEMENT, S lNCE THERE ARE NO NON-EXECUTABLE FORMAL 
STATEMENTS* THE F S R I R A N  STATEMENPS~ ' D O e ,  @ G O  T O P ,  M A Y  REFER PO 
THE STATEMENT NUM3FP QF A M  F-STATEMENT I N  THE PROPER FORTRAN 
CONTEXT, 
%--STATFf4CVYS r 4 k F  [ J ;  STING UI SHE'D FROM F O R T R A N  STATEMENTS IN T H A T  
rbl&:'!kl f- F&"ptc~ hei8c 8 , i ! 4 ~ ~ ~ ? i - ~ 4  AQF APi"J$I,$ROj"k{t'Sp AiUn "10 APOg,S&ROPHE 
M A Y  APPEAR INSIZE TItE STbaT$NEN15, Tk4ERF ARE 6 TYPES O F  
F-SPATFMENTS: F - A 5 ' Y I G N ,  $-READ@ F-WRITE# F-OPTION, F-ERASE AND 
F-DUMP, SHE F-ASSIGN STAT%!$ENP ASSIGNS A VALUE, A SYMBOLIC ALGE- 
BRAIC EXPRESSIONi T O  A FORPAL VARIABLE, THE F-REAP ANO F-WRITE 
STATEMENTS PROVIDE SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS TO BE READ FROM GbRDS AND 
WRITTEN ON W FORTRAN BCD OUTPUT UNIT, THE F-OPTION STATEMENT 
DEFINES DIFFERENT OPTIONS DURING EXECUTION SUCH AS THE USE OF THE 
DISTRIBUTIVE LAN I N  EXPRESSION MANIQULWTIBNSe 'THE $-ERASE STATE- 
MENT RESETS THE VALUES O F  VARIABLES TO T H E I R  NAMES, THE F-DUMP 
STATEMENT OUTPUTS SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS AND SYMBOL TABLES I N  THEIR 
INTERNAL FORMAT, 
CONSTANTS I N  FORMAL STATFMENTS M A Y  APPEAR EITHER I N  DECIMAL 
FORM 08 I N  THE FORM OF F O R T R A F ~  EXPRESSIONS* I N  EITHER FORM, A 
CQIJSTANT M A Y  BE EITHER AN INTEGER OR A SINGLE PRECISION REAL 
(FLOATING POINT) NUMBER, 
THE F O W V  OF DECIMAL CONSTANTS 1% THE SAME AS THAT IN THE FOR- 
TRAN STATEMENTS, THUS: 
DEFINE DECIMAL PNTEGERSP WHILE 
DEFINE REAL CONSTANTS, 
D i J K I N G  EXEC?lr$IOP\fr FORTRAN EXPRESSIONS YIELD NUMERICAL VALUES. 
THESE NUMERICAL VALUES Y A Y  BE USED I N  FORMAL STATEMENTS AS CON- 
SYPNTS, A M A X I M U M  OF 28  FORTRAN EXPRESSIONS M A Y  APPEAR I N  ONE 
F O R M A L  STATEMENT, HC 'EEVERp ONLY INTEGER &NO REAL VALUED FQRTRAbJ 
EXPRESSIONS ARE PERM, TED TO BE USED# AND OBVIOUSLY NO MIXED MODE 
OPERATION IS AhbOkqED, THE PROPER USE OF FORTRAN EXPRESSIONS I N  
F ~ R M A L  STATEMENTS IS TO ENCLOSE THEM IN A PAIR OF PARENTHESES AND 
PRECEDE THEM WITH k SPECIAL CHARACTER: Hs FOLLOWED BY I QK R SUCH 
THAT W1( , , , ]  INDICATES AN INTEGER@ #R(, , , )  INDICATES A WEAL 
CONSTANT, E,G, 
I N  TWE ABOVE FGPMAL ' ~ ~ A T E M F N T ~  THE 3 FORTRAN VALUED EXPRESSIONS 
ARE X r  X a Y p  AND W * J - l c  WITP i i 4 F  FIRST V W Q  BEING REAL* THE LAST 
B;r\lTF GE R , 
DURING ~ x , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N ~  T * E  renunr i / . l f v i ~ ~  C - V C  ->, JTEM INCAPABLE OF l 4 A N D L I N G  
~ ? A T P O ~ A L  CON%fANTs Ac H4TTOS OF INTEGERS, SINCE RATLBVWL NUMBERS 
I N  FORMAL STATEMENTS A L W A Y S  APPEAR CBNCtIRRENVLY WITH O P E R A T O ~ S P  
F e e ,  5 8 5  OR 3 6 t 5 * ~ 3 - 1 5 8 5 1 / X @  'THEY bk% NOT PART OF ThE LANGUAGE 
ITSELF, HUT THEY ARE PART 06 THE IMPLEMENTATION O F  TWF LANGUAGE, 
3 * 2 * 2 e  F-VARIABLES 
V A R I A B L E S  APPEARING I N  FORMAL STATEMENTS ARE REFERED TO AS 
&-VARIABLES, THE RULES FOP NAMING F-VARIABLES ARE T H r  SAME AS 
THOSE F O R  NAMING FOPTRAN VARIABLES EXCEPT THAT THERE I S  NO I M P L I -  
C I T  A R I T H M E T I C  MODE ( INTEGEP OR REAL)  ASSOCIATED k I T H  THE F I R S T  
LETTER OF THE VARIAHLE NAME* 
F-VARIABLES M A Y  BE SUBSCRIPTED WITH A M A X I M U M  OF 4 SUBSCRIPTSI 
THERE I S  NO DECLARATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE SUBSCRHPTCD 
F-VARIABLES, BUT THE S U R S C F ~ P T S  MUST BE INTEGER CONSTANTS, INTEGER 
VALUED FORTRAN EXPRESSIONSp OR F-EXPRESSIONS WHOSE VALUES ARE 
INTEGERSc FURVWERMOWEs THE VALUE O F  A SUBSCRIPT MUST BE BETWEEN 0 
AND 5 1 % ~  I N C L U S I V E L Y .  
DURING EXECUTION( THE F-VARIABLES ARE CLASSIF IED  A5 EITHER 
A T O M I C  8 R  ASSIGNED, THE VALUE OF AN A T O M I C  F-VARIABLE I 5  I T S  NAME, 
WNY F-VARIABLE I S  ASSUMED TO BE A T O M I C  U N T I L  AN F-ASSIGN STATEMENT 
I S  EXECUTED I N  W H I C H  THE VARIABLE APPEARS ON THE LEFT S I D E  OF THE 
STATEPIENT, 
F-EXPRESSIONS ARE GNSTPUCTEB I N  THE SAME MANNER AS FORTRAN 
4 H E T W h h E I I C  EXPRE5SIONL ExCFPT THAT THE FUNCTION ARGUMENTS ARE 
Er\lC%OPED I N  BRACKETS INSTEAD OF PARENTMESES, THUS A FORMAL EXPRES- 
SECJW CObJSI5TS OF CEQIAXN SEQUENCES O F  CONSTANTS@ SUBSCRIPTED AND 
i b n i ~ r - S ~ O : ~ @ : 3 I P T E ~ ~  VPRZBBLES* AND F U N C T I O N  REFERENCES SEPARATED R Y  
AG!ITHVE"TC O'"*EIG :TOR: I COMMBSP AND PARENTHESES, 
THE ARITHMETIC O P E r t A T O R S  ARE THE SAME AS THE FORTRAN ARITHMETIC 
O Q E R A T O R 5 r  1 e E e  
"OfiAF t'"ir 1 ClsSF COP& ObL 41-if T-sf.kal>FOWML q-g BY Tsc FfOEMAL PROCESSQR 
THERE APE T\;O IP\lTkRri,j~ i?FPT'iTSi"; P:f b f 1 0 N  Oc "$iE S I J B T R A C W  - 1 AND 
CIVIDE f / )  OPERATORS, AND T ~ E  LINAWY ADD OPERATOR $ 5  SIMPLY D I S R E -  
GARDED, I F  E REPRESENTS ANY F-EXPRESSEON, THEN THESE TRANSFORMA- 
PIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
THE FUNCTIONAL REFERENCES HAVE 'THE FORM OF A FUNCTION I D E N T I -  
F I E R  FOLLOWED BY I T S  ARGUMENTS WHICH ARE SEPARATED BY COMMAS AND 
ENCLOSED I N  BRACKETS* FOR EXAMPLE@ 
I S  A FlJNCTION REFERENCE TO THE D I F  (DIFFERENTIAL OPERATION) FUNC- 
T I O N  h I T H  3 ARGUMENTS, THE ARGUMENTS O F  CERTAIN FUNCTIONS MAY 
CONTAIN FURTHER FUNCTION REFERENCES@ E,G, 
THERE AWE 5 TYPES OF FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE I N  THE FORMAL STATEMENTS: 
MATWEMATICALs SPECIAL OR FORMAL# DIFFERENTIAL, DEFINED, AND UNDE- 
FINED FUNCTIONS, THEY AWE DESCRIBED I N  THE SUBSEQUENT SECTIONS OF 
T H I S  MANUAL, 
I &  THE HIERARCHY OF OPERATIBNSBPARENVHESES M A Y  BE USED I N  THE 
F-EXPRESSIONS TO SPECIFY THE ORDER I N  WHICH OPERATIONS ARE TO BE 












































































STAND THE INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF EXPRESSIONS, THE EXPRESSIONS 
ARE STORED I N  PREFIX NOTATION DURING THE EXECUTION, T H I S  NOTATION 
I S  A LEFT-TO-RIGHT LINEARIZATION OF THE TREE REPRESENTATION OF THE 
EXPRESSIONS, 
THE TREE REPRESENTATION OF AN ARBITRARY EXPRESSION CONSISTING 
OF OPERATORS, Fp APPLIED TO OPERANDS, XPpX2,..rvXN, I S  A TREE WITH 
F AS THE ROOT AND X I @  X ~ P  . r e p  XN AS TERMINAL VERTICES. HOWEVER, 
I F  ANY ARGUMENT, X I ,  I S  ITSELF AN E X P R E S S I ~ N P  G(YP,Y2,Y3), THEN X I  
I S  REPRESENTED BY A SUBTREF: 
ALL TERMINAL VERTICES ARE EITHER CONSTANTS OR ATOMIC vARIAB- 
L t P ,  ALL NON-TERMZNPL VERTICES ARE OPERATORS. THE NUMOER OF ARGU- 
MENTS OF AN OPERATOR I S  THE NUMBER OF OUTGOING VERTICES. THE ROOT 
OF A G I V t N  TREE 15 REFERRED 80 AS THE LEAD OPERATOR OF THE CORRES- 
PUPlOING EXPRESSION, 
THE ARITHMETIC OPERATORS CAN RE REPRESENTED I N  FIJNCTION 
NQTATION: 
WHEN MORE THAN 2 TERMS ARE ADDED OR MULTIPLIED@ THE FORMAL 
PROCESSOR AUTOPAATECALLY CQPRENES TKE ARGUMENTS UNDER ONE VERTEX: 
SINCE + AND * rQ t  SYMVEVPPC OPERATORS 
THE FORbjAk PROCESSOR A U V O M A ~ % C A ~ L Y  ORDEWS THE ARGUMENTS L E X I C O G R A -  
PHICALLY# THAT IS ACCORDING 79 THE FOLLOWING SCHEME; 
CONSTANTS 
VARIABLES I N  hLPWARETIC ORDER 
SUBEXPRESSIONS ACCORDING TO THEIR LEAD OPERA- 
TORS: 
u h MULTIPLICATION 1 
MATH&F,+AT ICA% FUNCf SONS 
DTFFEpENVIAL OPERATOR 
UNDEFINED FUNCTIONS PM ALPHABETIC ORDER 
I F  TWO SUBEXPRESSIONS HAVE THE SAME LEAD OPERATOR, THEN THE RELA- 
T I O N  IS  ESTABLISHED BY C O M P A R I N G  THEIR NUMBERS OF ARGUMENTS, XF 
THESE STILL AGREE@ THEN THE ARGUMENTS THEMSELVES ARE COMPARED. 
WHERE E I S  AN F-EXPRL SION, BHTS FUNCTION TRANSFORMS E TO AN 
EQUIVALENT FORFJ BY THE APPLICATION OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE LAW OF 
MULTIPLICATION: 
X * ( Y + Z l  =3 X * Y + X * p  AND ( X + Y ) * Z  => X*Z+V*Z  
FURTi4EWMQREp SUMS RAISED T O  INTEGER POWERS ARE EXPANDED BY THE 
APPLICATION OF THE RINOMIAQ LAW: 
IX+Y$**K => X**K + B P N ~ K o A 3 * X * * ( K ~ 1 l * Y  + e r r  + V**K  
'THE EXPRESSION E 15 CHECKED FOR TEE APPLICATION OF THESE TRANSFOR- 
M ~ ~ T I O P I S  I N  ALL LEVELS, 
EXAMPLE: C = (X@Y)*IX-Yf + S$NC2*(X+Y)3 
--_l------- 
FLOATE E 3 
--'A%S-Bsr----- 
FLOW"SPC E 3 
-rpql-------- 
WHERE E IS  AN F-EXPRESSION, THESE FllNC"$ON% CONVERT THE INTEGER 
AND RATIONAL CONSTANTS I N  E INTO T H E I R  EQUIVALENT WEAL FORM. FLOAT 
CONVERTS ALL CONSTANTS IN Es FLBATB CONVERTS ONLY THOSE CONSTANTS 
WHICH ARE NOT IN EXPONENTS, 
EXAMPLE : 
FLOAT[ 2*X**$/2% = 286 * X * * O e S  
FLOATBE 2*X**PP23 2 r 0  * X * * f / 2  
---.sm&------- 
WHERE E IS AN F-EXPRESSION AND N IS AN INTEGER CONSTANT OW AN 
F-EXPRESSION WHOSE VALUE I %  AN INTEGER, THESE FUNGVIOqS CONVERT 
REAL CONSTANTS IN E INTO INTEGERS, THE CONVERSION I S  DONE AS 
FOLLOWS: 
L E I  R BE A REAL CONSfAMTb THEN DEFINE I AS THE NEAFEST INTEGER 
TO W e  TWEk R % S  REPLACED BY 1 I F  A N D  O N L Y  I F  THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 
THE DIFFERENCE RETWEEN R AF\ID I IS  LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 10**N. 
NOTE THAT N SHOULD BE 4 NEGATIVE INTEGER, 
F I X  CONVERTS ALL REAL CONSTANTS I N  E SUBJECT TO THE ABOVE 
GQNDITZOM, F I X E  CONVERTS REAL CONSTANTS ONLY I F  THEY ARE PART OF 
AN EXPONENT,  
=---m#*-=-------- 
~ > R O D E X C  E a 
-----=*m--.exe--- 
THIS FUNCTION D I S T R I B U T E S  THE EXPONENT OF A PRODUCT 15 BASE OVER 
I T S  FACTORS, P e E  
(Ef*E2*c,,*Ebj)**F => BE1**F)*&E2**F)*ere*(EN**Fl 
- ~ e m - e - - - - - * - -  
ARGIErN3 
w#-+ERF 15 AN $ - E X P R t S S I C t d  4 N D  N LE A POSITIVE INTEGEP CONSTANT* 
T ~ . I I <  t I J ~ J C T T O ; . ~  FXTHWQ (5 1 f i E  !\qY"{ RRGkIMEbi".aTOF THE LEAD OPERATOR OF 
t ,  
A R G ~  E t 3 314*X**2 P 
ARGC ARGC E B 3 3 e 2 3zX**2 ,  
A R G C A W G C A R G E E F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
-------em--- 
WttERE E IS AN F-EXPRESSION, THESE FUNCTIONS EXTRACT THE NUMERATOR 
A N D  DENOMINATOR PART QF Ep RESPECTIVELY, OBVIOUSLY, 
NuM[E3/BENBMgE3=Ee THESE FUNCTIONS MUST BE CLARIFIED BY THE 
FOLLOkIQG DEFIN IT ION FOR THE NUMERATOW/DENOMINATOR OF AN 
F-EXPRESSION E: 
1, E 15 NOT A PRODUCT OR EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONP I,E, THE LEAD 
OPERATOW OF E I S  NQT * OR * * e  THEN 
NUMC E %  -- E BENOMC E %  = b 
2, E I P  A M  EXPONENTIAL  EXPRESSION^ l r E e  THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E I S  
* * p  SO THAT E=A**Br THEN I F  B ES NOT A SUM, THEN 
EITHER NUMEEJzdlr D E ~ J O M C E ~ Z E B  I F  f3 IS A NEGATIVE CONSTANT OR 
B I S  A PRODUCT OF A NEGATIVE CON- 
STANT AND AN ARBITRARY 
F-EXPRESSION 
68 NUMEEIzEp B E N B M ~ E ~ = ~  r IF B DOES NOT SATISFY THE ABOVE 
CBNDITBOM~ 
I F  B IS  A SUM, D=Wk+,,*+BMa THEN E z ( A * * B ~ ) * ~ ~ ~ * ( A * * B M ) ,  
THE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR 
OF E I S  DETERMINED AS E HAS 
BEEN A PRODUCTI 
S e  E 15 A PRODUCT@ I ,  a THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E IS  * f  THEN 
$=E1*BBe*EN 
AND NUMC E JZNUMC E 1 I*, e B *NUME EN 3 
DEN3MC L: *'-DENOM[ $1 3* e e r *BENOME: EN 3 
EXAMPLES: NllME S+X,** (-1 ) 3 = S+X** (-1 1 
--------QS---- 
BASE[ E 3 
--------am-* 
EXPQNT E 3 
------------ 
WHERE E 15 AN F-EXPRESSION~ THESE FUNCTIONS DELIVER THE BASE AND 
EXPONENTIAL PARTS OF & PROVIDED THAT THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E I S  **. 
OTHERWISE RASE[ E 3=E AND EXPONE E 1 ~ 1  
EXAMPLES: BASE% (X+YB **( %-N) 3 = W  
------------ 
CODEME E 3 
------em---- 
WHERE E IS  AN F-EXPRESSION, THIS  FUNCTION TRANSFERS E I N T O  A 
COMMON DENOMINATOR FORM, I$ E .IS NOT A SUM8 I o E s  THE LEAD OPERATOR 
OF E IS  NOT + P  THEN NQ "$AAPISFORMATLBN TAKES PLACE, OTHERWISE, I F  
E=EI+e* ,+&Ne THE DENOMINATORS OF EACH TERM, BENOMEE17rb..~ 
DENQMCENJ, ARE BETERMINED A C C O R D I N G  TO THE DEFIN IT ION OF THE DENOM 
FUNCTION, THESE DENOMINATORS ARE EITHER 1 OR EXPONENTIAL EXPRES- 
SION% OF THE FORM A % * * B I ,  THE LEAST COMMON MULI IPLEP CD, OF THESE 
EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS IS DETERMINED AS THE PRODUCT OF THOSE 
DENOMINATORSP A I * * B $ r  FOR WHICH THERE E X I S T S  NO OTHER DENOMINATOR 
AJ**Rdr I S d r  SUCH THAT AI=AJ BNB B I < B J e  THE REBATTON B I < B J  I S  
THE NATURAL RELATION I F  BOTH OF THEM ARE CONSTANTS, OR B I = C l * D  AND 
BJ=C2*D WITH THE GON5"AhlP C l  AND C2 SATISFYING THE RELATION C f ( C 2 .  
ONCE THE LEAST COMMObd BLTXPLEP OR COMMON DENOMINATOR, CQ I S  
D E T E W M ~ N E B P  EzEI+E~+~,,+EM 15 TRANSFORMED TQ 
(El*CD+E2*CD+~oe+EN*CD1*~Cn**~~1lle 
EXAMPLES: CODEME X * Y * a ( - I )  3 X * Y * * $ - I )  
--me---------- 
COEFFI E @ x s 
- -~-~~" - - - - - - - -~  
WHERE E Xs AN E-ExPRF~SION~ ANO X 1% AN F-EXPRESSION SUCH THAT I T  
IS  NEI$HEI< A #GUM N9R 4 PRCEUCT~ 1 , E ,  THE LEAD OPERATOP BF X PS 
p J t i j  " - - i  e r j E R  1 -# S ,  ~ki$c FUhd l lB>J  .I$T?ACTS THE COEFFIECLErd'f OF X I N  E 
WHICH f S  BET$RMPF:FD 9,s Fc$$Okd~ :  
1. I F  E IS NEIWHFR A SUM NOR A PR00tlC"gr 1 e E e  THE LEAD OPERATOR OF 
E 1% NEETHEW + OR * #  TEEN CBEFFtEaX3=$ fF  EzXp AND 
COEFFCEpXI=O I F  ESX. 
2, I F  E IS  A PRODUCT, IeEe E=~l*E2*sre*EN, THEN COEFFCEPXI=E/EJ IF 
THERE EXISTS J SUCH THAT EJZX FOR SOME I=<J=<Nv COEFFEEcXl=O 
OTHERWISE, 
3, IF E PS A SUMP %eEs E=EI+E%+eos+EN, THEN 
CBEFFC E s X %=CQEFFC E l  ,XS+ ~ B E F F c  E 2  P x 3+ s +COEFFE EN? X 3 8 
EXAMPLES: COEFFCEpEI = % 
--e---~--e--&--~--~----aa--.- 
S U R S T C E P X ~ ~ Y ~ , ~ ~ ~ V X N P Y N ~  (N<21) 
- ~ ~ ~ m - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ m - - ~ - s s s I L I O I - r c . - - .  
WHERE E P X ~ P Y I P ~ ~ ~ ~ X N I Y N  ARE ARBITRARY F~EXPRESSIONS~ I N  THE 
EXPRESSION E Q  Y ~ P Y ~ B I I B B Y N  ARE SUBSTITUTED FOR X ~ P X ~ V ~ ~ ~ V X N V  
RESPECTIVELY, THE SUBSTITUTION OCCURS I N  A LOOP; F I R S T  V1 IS 
SUBSTITUTED FOR X I  IN E P  THEN Y2 IS SUBSTITUTED FOR X 2  IN THE 
PREVIOUSLY CHANGED EXPRESSION E #  ETG* 
EXAMPLE :: S U B S T E A * Z + Z * * ~ ~ Z ~ X + V ~ Y ~ ~ ~  
= S U B S T C A * ~ X + Y ) + $ X + Y P * * ~ ~ V P ~ ~  
= A* (x+3)+(X+3)**2  
-em-------------------------- 
R E Q ~ A C C E P X ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ . . , X N B Y N ~  (N(21) 
............................. 
T H I S  FUNCTION 15 $ I b f k c A W  TO SUBSTp BUT THE SUBSTITUTION DOES NOT 
OCCUR IN A LOOP. THUS8 T H I S  FUNCTION MWV BE USED TO EXCHANGE 
VARIABLES, 
EXAMPLE: R & P L A C % ; * : - Y ~ X , Y P Y B X I  Z Y-X 
REPLACE X**Z+X**4  9 X * * 2  p - 1  P X**rC@ I. 3 = O 
WHEh THE EXPRESSION X i  T O  eE REPLACED 9Y Y %  I N  SUBST OR REPLAC 
FUNCTIONS% 15 P SUM OR PRQDUCTI THEN THE FOLLOWING RULES APPLY: 
I F  X I  15 A 5 U M p  THEN I T  $ S  REPLACED ONLY I F  I T  APPEARS WITHOUT 
DISTRIBUTED FACTORS: 
I F  X%zA+D THEN 
C-(A+RcO) *.  L * ( B + " f I ]  
DklT d e b  ;C*94CsD PEl4A%Nc# UNCHANGED, 
THOUT DISTRIBUTED EXPONENTS: 
I F  X I = A * D  THEN 
( A t B * D ) * * &  => (B*YII**C 
BUT (A**C)* (D**CI  REMAINS UNCHANGED, 
REPLACEMENT OF A SUREXPRESSIBN I S  PERFORMED BY THE REPLAC FUNTION 
ACCORDING TO THE ORDER OF ITS ARGUMENTS, THUS 
REPLACE A+R+C o A+C,  x c dl+B P V 7 = B+X 
REPLACE A+BcC A+B P y v A s C  v x 3 = c+Y 
NOTE: S U B S P E E P X % ~ Y I P X % P Y ~ ~  z R E P L A C C R E P L A C E E P X ~ ~ Y ~ J ~ X ~ ~ Y ~ ~  
m-------M-- 
LOOPE E 3 
----------- 
NARGE E 3 
*-----*---- 
WHERE E I S  AN F-EXPRESSION, THESE FUNCTIONS ARE INTEGER VALUED 
FUNCTIONS, LDOpEEI G I V E S  WE IDENTIF IER INTEGER OF THE LEAD OPERA- 
TOR OF E, NARGEE3 GXLiEE STHF NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS OF THE LEAD OPERA- 
TOR OF E, THESE SPECIAL FUNCTIONS CORRESPOND TO THE SIMILAR FOR- 
TRAN VALUED FUNCTIONS, SEE SECTION 3 r 3 c  
REMARK: 







ARE NOT EVALUATED.Wk- EVER THEIR ARGUMENTS CBN"1"IN A DUMMY 
VARIABLE OF A DEFINED FUNCTION, SEE 3 e 2 e 7 .  
THE DIFFERENTIAL FUNCTION DIFFERENTIATES AN EXPRESSION I N  
RESPECT T O  A VARIABLE, ITS FORM I S  AS FOLLOWS 
aEd$ 
D I F C E t X t N 3  ------ $ X N  
WHERE E 15 ANY F-EXPRESSION@ X MUST BE A VARIABLE (SUBSCRIPTED OR 
NOT) AND N MUST BE A POSITIVE INTEGER CONSTANT WHICH GIVES THE 
ORDER OF DIFFERENTIATION, 
EXAMPLE : BBFE x*SINC x*Y 3 t  X ~ 2 3  = ~ * Y * C O % $  x*Y 3-X*Y**2*SINC X * Y  3 
WHEN THE EXPRESSIONB Es CONTAINS AM UNDEFINED FUNCTION WITH I T S  
ARGUMENTS CBNTAZNING THE DIFFERENTIAL VARIABLE OR AN UNDEFINED 
ARGUMENT OF A DEFINED FUMCTIONI THEIR DIFFERENTIATION WILL BE ONLY 
NOTED AND NOT EXECUTED* THE DIFFERENTPATION 1s DENOTED BY ' ( A / A X ) '  
I N  OUTPUT LISTINGS, 
WHEN THE ARGUMENTS OF AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION DO NOT CONTAIN THE 
DIFFERENTIAL VARIABLE$ THEN THEIR DIFFERENTIAL QUOTIENTS ARE ZERO, 
FOR THE D E F I N I T I O N  O F  UNDEFINED FUNCPIONP SEE 3.2.8, 
3 , 2 , 5 e  DEFINED FUNCTIONS 
FREQUENTLY USED FUNCTIONS KAY BE DEFINED BY AN ASSIGN STATEMENT 
SIMILAR 10 FORTRAN FUNCTION STATEMENTS, BUT UNLIKE THOSE STATE- 
MENTSP THE ARGUMENTS (DUMMY VARIABLES) MUST BE DENOTED BY POSIT IVE  
INTEGERS I N  BRACKETS SUCH THAT AN INTEGER N REFERS TO THE NVTH 
ARGUMENT, E,G, 
DEFINES A FUNCTION F - 3 vARPARLES~ 
THE NAME O F  THE DEklNEB FUNCTION MAY BE SUBSCRIPTED FOLLOWING 
THE RULES OF SUBSCRIPTION FOR VAWXABLESc 
THE FOLLOWING 6 SPECPAL FUNCTIONS: ARGD NUMI DENOMI BASE@ EXPQN 
Al lD COEFF, ARE NOT EVALUATED WHEN THEIR ARGUMENTS CONTAIN DUMMY 
VARIABLES6 Ee68 
IS LEFT UNCHANGED, 
ONCE A FIJNCTJQM IS DEFINED BY AN ASSIGN STATEMENT I N  THE ABOVE 
FASk4IBN OR BY A READ STAPEPENT, P I  M A Y  BE USED WITH THE PROPER 
NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS, T H E  ARGUMENTS M A Y  BE ANY F-EXPRESSIONS, FOR 
EXAMPLE* THE ABOVE W M C T I O P I  M A Y  BIZ REFERENCED AS 
WHICH G I V E S  THE FOLLOWING EXPRESSION 
WHEN THE DEFINED FUNCTION MAS UNEVALUATEB SPECIAL FUNCTIONS, 
THEY WILL WE EVALUATED AFTER SUBSTITUTION OF THE DUMMY VARIABLES. 
THUS 
A FUNCTION M A Y  NOT BE DEFINED RECURSIVELY. E * G e  
A FUNCTION M A Y  BE REBEFINED BY OTHER ASSIGN OR REAO STATEMENTS 
DURING EXECUTION@ 
3 e 2 e 8 r  UNDEFINED FUNCTIONS 
EF A FUNCTION IS REFERENCED BY AN I0ENTIFPER FOLLOWED BY ARGU- 
MENTS EN RRACKETSP AND I F  I T  WAS NOT DEFINED PREVIOUSLY BY AN 
ASSIGN OR READ STATEMENT, THEN THE FUNCTION LS AN UNDEFINED FUNC- 
TION, THE ARGUMENTS C A N  BE ARBITRARY F-EXPRESSIONS, 
THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS OF AM UNDEFINED FUNCTION M A Y  NOT EXCEED 
SEVEN e 
A FORMAL ASSIGN 5 "TEMEFIT MAW DEFINE A FUNTION OW THE VALUE OF 
A vARXARCE, 
WI4EN AN ASSIGN STATEMENT DEFINES A FUNCTION F P  . 
THE DEFINING EXPRESSION EI FOLLOWING THE = CHARACTER@ MUST CONTAIN 
A T  LEAST ONE ARGUMENT REFERENCE, E e E e  POSITIVE INTEGER I N  BRACKETS 
B S  AN OPERAND, THE LARGEST APPEARING INTEGER UEFPNES THE NUMBER OF 
ARGUMENTS OF THE FIJNCIION, ~ N D  AN INTEGER N REFERS 10 THE N'TH 
ARGUMENT, THE FUNCTION ASSIGN STATEMENT I S  NOT RECURSIVE@ E e E e  THE 
DEFINING EXPRESSION 2' OF TI-I& FUNCTION F M A Y  NOT REFERENCE ITSELF*  
DIRECTLY OR IMBPRECPLVe FOP FURTHER USE OF THE ONCE BVFHMEB FUNC- 
- = lIONa SEE 5ECTION 3,*7 
FORhMo..  AS5IGf\d S+E*TEPEhfT DEFINES OR REDEFINES TI-'E VALUE OF A 
VARIABLE SIMILARLY T O  A FORTRAN ASSIGN STATEMENT: 
WHERE V p W  ARE F-VARIABLES, POSSIBLY SUBSCRIPTED, AND E I E ~ ~ . . O , E N  
ARE F-EXPRESSIONS, I N  THE LATER CASE, W I S  CALLED A LIST-VARIABLE 
AND MAY RE USED TO REPRESENT A L I S T  OF FUNCTION ARGUMENTS, EoGe: 
W ( 1 )  = X t l ~ Y 1 2  AND W(2) = X t 2 , Y ~ l  
v = SUBSTCFCXPYI ,W(#I (X)  1 3  
DEFINES THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE V AS F[1 ,2 ]  I F  THE FORTRAN 
VARIABLE I I S  ONE, OR AS F [ 2 , 1 1  WHEN I I S  TWO. 
3e2o lO .  1/0 STATEMENTS 
THE FORMAL READ STATEMENT 
READS N F-EXPRESSIONS FROM FORTRAN CARD INPUT UNIT K AS THE VALUES 
OF VARIABLES OR AS THE DEFINING EXPRESSIONS OF FUNCTIONS, 
V1,V2rr,,,VN. EACH F-EXPRESSION ON THE CARDS MUST BE TERMINATED 
BY SEMICOLON ( 8 ) .  FURTHER~@REP THE CARDS CONTAINING THE 
F-EXPRESSIONS M A Y  NOT HAVE ANY OTHER PUNCTUATIONS. THE USE OF 
BLANK COLUMNS AND THE CONTINUATION OF AN F-EXPRESSION ON THE 
FOLLOWING CARD I S  PERMITTED, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CARDS CON- 
TAINING ONE F-EXPRESSION I S  80 
WRITE ( K P L P M )  VI,V2,,,.,VN ( N = > l )  
WHITES OUT THE VALUE5 OF THE VARIASLES (OR DEFINING EYPRESSIOFlS OF 
FUNCTIONS) Vl,..e,VN ON THE FORTRAN PRINT OR PUNCH UPIIT K .  EACH 
VALUE/EXPHESSIONP E I ,  PRINTED OR PUNCHED I S  PRECEDED 3 Y  THE NAME 
OF THE VARIARLE/FuNCTION AND BY AN EQUAL SIGN: 
FURTHERMORE, EACH ITEM, v I z E I ,  STARTS ON A NEW L I N E  I r l  COLUMN L 
AND THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS lJSEO DOES NOT EXCEED M. THUS, THE SUM OF 
b AND M MAY NOT EXCEED THE AVAILABLE NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF ONE 
LINE/CARU, 
3*2eIl* OPTION sTATEMEP~IP 
THE OPTION STATEMENT DEFINES THE USE OW NON-USE OF C E R T A I N  
EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATIOWS ON SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS DURING EXECU- 
T I O N ,  I T  15 AN EXECUTABLE STATEMENT@ THUS THE EXECUTION OF A NEW 
OPTION STATEVENT M A Y  REDEFINE PREVIBtISLY DEFINED OPTIONS, THE 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS OR TRANSFORMATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
"INTB OPTION CAUSES THE EVALUATION OF THE 
INTEGER VALUED FUNCTIONS WHENEVER THEIR ARGU- 
MENTS ARE INTEGER CONSTANTS. BNOINTB OPTION 
LEBVES THESE FUNCTIONS UNEVALUATEO* 
W M C T V ~ P I O N  CAUSES THE EVALUATION OF THE 
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS WHENEVER THEIR ARGUMENTS 
ARE CONSTANTS. ONOMFCTV OPTION LEAVES THESE 
FUNCffONS uNEVALUATED, 
PROBEX6NOPREX *PRODEXs CAUSES THE EXPANSION OF EXPONENTIALI- 
ZATXONS OVER PRODUCTS@ I,E, (EI*E2*,,,*EN)**F 
=> (E~* *F ) * , , , *~EN**F ) ,  NOPREX TURNS THE OPTION 
OFF@ % , F a  THE &ROVE TRANSFORMATION I S  NOT 
PERFORMED, 
EXPAND ( N 1 
BASE ( K  1 
WHERE "/"MUST WE A NoN-NEGATIVE INTEGER. T H I S  
O P T I O N  ALLOWS OR PROHIBITS THE AUTOMATIC USAGES 
OF THE O ~ S T R P R U T ~ V I V Y  AND/OR BINOMIAL EXPAN- 
SION, 
N = l :  THE R I G H T  PND LEFT DISTRIBUTIVE LAW WILL 
BE APPLIED, I e E ,  
Ei*BE2+E38 => EP*E2+Eb*E3 
(E1+E2)*E3 => E1*E3+E2*E3 D 
BUT T H I S  LEAVES THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE FORM 
BE%+E2+,,,+EN)**# WHERE K 15 AN INTEGER, 
uNCHANGEDP 1.E. THE B ~ N o M I A L  L A W  I S  NOT APPLIE- 
D, 
N>1: $ M  ADDITION TO THE USE OF THE D ISTRIBUTIVE 
L A W @  THE EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSIONS ARE ALSO 
EXPANDED ACCORDING TO THE BINOMIAL EXPANSION 
k''EMEVEW K I S  LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO Nc 
N- t T H I S  PROHIBITS THE USE QF THE BISTRHBUTIVE 
AND BPMOMlAL LAWS, 
WHERE VK' I S  EITHER LETTER @ E D  OR INTEGER Os2 
OR 10, 
KZO: THIS  LEhVES ALL CONSTANTS RAISED TO A 
NOH-CONSTANT ARGUMENT ( E.6, C**E ) UMCHhNGED* 
K=2 OR 10: T H I S  CAUSES THE CONSTANT BASE I N  
C**E TO BE TRANSFORMED 90 2 OR $ 0  t RESPEC- 
TIVELYc I a E a  
C**E => 2** 4 EaLOGE C 3/b066 2 3 1 K=2 
C**E =) 10** (E*L06e C 3 j L O G E  10%B K=10 
K=E: T H I S  CAUSE5 THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE 
A ~ V E  XPRESSION INTO EXPONENTIAL FUMCTIBNB 
5 eE* 
C$sc zk EXPf E*lOS[ C 3 3 
EXAMPLE: OPTION EXPAND~IB)PNOTNT 
%,2.12, ERASE STATEMENT 
THE ERASE STATEMENT ATOMIZES SPECIFIED VARIABLESp I .%, RESETS 
THEIR VALUES PO THEIR NAMES* T H I S  STATEMENT FREES THE STORAGE 
LQCATION OCCUPIED BY THE EXPRESSION VALUES OF THE LISTED VARIABLE- 
S, THE USE OF T H I S  STATEMENT MAY WE ESSENTIAL TO EXHAUSTING 
FREE STORAGE DURING THE EXECUTION OF A LARGER FORMAL PROGRAM. THE 
FORM OF THE STATEMENT I S  AS FOLLOWS: 
WHERE V l r d , , ~ V N  ARE NAMES OF F-VARIABLES, V I  MAY APPEAR WITH OR 
WITHOUT SUBSCRIPT, WHEN V I  IS LISTED W I T H  A SUBSCRIPTI E.G. 
A ( l c 2 E ~  THEN ONLY THE VARIABLE WITH THE SPECIFIEB SUBSCRIPT I S  
RESET. WHEN VI 'IS LISTED WITHOUT A SUBSCRIPT, EaG. A t  AND V I  WAS 
USED WITH SUBSCRIPTS PREVIOUSLYc THEN ALL VARIABLES WITH THE SAME 
NAME AND DIFFERENT SUBSCRIPTS ARE RESET* EXAMPLE: 
ERASE B % $ s l ) r A 6 2 ~ k ) ~ B , X  
3 e 2 r 1 3 e  DUMP STATEMENT 
THE FOLLOWING 4 VARIATIONS OF BUMP STATEMENT AWE AVAILABLE: 
BUMP SYMBOLS 
DUMP EXPRESSIONS 
DUMP ALL SYMBOLS 
DUMP ALL EXPRESSIONS 
DUMPING SYMBOLS GIVES A & % S T  OF THE F-VARIABLES WHICH HAD BEEN 
ASSIGNED PREVIOUSLY, DUMPING EXPRESSIONS GIVES THE LIST OF ASSIG- 
NED F-VARIABLES V6GETWER WITH THEIR EXPRESSION VALUES, THE ABSENCE 
OF @ALLr P4EANS THAT ? - LIST 15 RESTRICTED TO THE SUBPROGRAM WHICH 
CONTAINS THE DUMP STATEMENT* 'ALLg MEANS THAT THE L I S T  IMCLUOES 
ALL \IARIABLES%EXPRESSiBNS FROM EVERY StJBPROGRAM. 
THE WOLBUT STATEMENT PROVIBES THE USER 10 USE THE AVAILABLE 
CORE STORAGE THE MOST E C O N O M I C A L L Y ,  DURING EXECUTION$ THE FORMAL 
SYMBOL TABLE AND SYMROLPC EXPRESSIONS AWE STORED I N  A RESERVED 
CORE AREA, WHEN T H I S  AREA 15 EXHAUSTED, SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS ARE 
COPIED OUT TO THE BRiaM AND THEIR PLACES ARE MADE AVAILABLE. P H I S  
PROCESS I S  A U T O M A T I C ,  AND IT DOES NOT CHECK FOR THE TYPE O F  EXPRES- 
S I O N S  TO BE ROLLED OUT TO D R U M ;  THUS If M A Y  HAPPEN THAT THE ROLLED 
OUT EXPRESSION IS NEEDED A COUPLE OF STEPS LATER, THE USER M A Y  
AVOID T H I S  DISADVANTAGE RY SPECIFYING THE ASSIGNED VASZABLEP, 
V l p d 2 1 e r r  e v J W a  1 N  il4F R C L O U I  STATEMENT 
WHOSE EXPRESSION VALUES ARE NOT USED I N  THE NEAR FUTURE, THUS THEY 
CAN BE ROLLED OUT TO PROVIDE MORE SPACE I N  CORE, 
3 e 2 e 1 5 e  SAVE AND,RESET STATEMENTS 
THE SAVE STATEMENT PROVXDES THE USER TO SAVE THE RESULTS OF H I S  
SYMBOLIC CALCULATIONS, I,E, THE OBJECT TIME FORMAL SYMBOL TABLE 
AND SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS, I N  AN EXTERNAL F I L E .  THE RESET STATE- 
MENT PROVIDES THE RETRIEVAL OF A PREVIOUSLY SAVED RESULTS, I T  I S  
IMPORTANT TO KNOW THAT THE ENTIRE FORMAL OBJECT TIME DATA STORAGE 
1% SAVED, WHICH OVERWRITES THE DATA STORAGE WHEN THE RESET STATEw 
MENT I S  EXECUTED@ FURTHERYOREP SINCE THE FORMAL DATA STRUCTURE 
CONTAINS THE USER95 SUBPROGRAM NAMES ( F I R S T  6 CHARACTERS OF THE 
ELEMENT NAME) I N  IT'S SYMBOL TABLEV THE RESET STATEMENT MUST APPEAR 
EITHER I N  THE SAME RUNs OR I T  HAS TO HAVE SUBPROGRAMS WITH NAMES 
CBRRESPONBPNG TO THE NAMES O F  SUBPROGRAMS WHERE THE SAVE STATEMENT 
OCCURED e 
THE FORMAT OF THE SAVE AND RESET STATEMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 




WHERE F I L E  IS THE NAME OF THE EXTERNAL F I L E  AND I T  MUST BE 
ASSIGNED BY THE USER P R I O R  T O  THE EXECUTION OF H I S  PROGRAM, WHEN 
F I L E  I S  NOT SPECIFIED, THEN I T  IS  ASSUMED TO BE TPFBe ELT/VERSION 
PS THE NAME AND VERSION OF WE ELEMENT I N  THE F I L E ,  VERSION IS  
OPTIONAL, AND P T  M A Y  BE DELETED. 
THE FORTRAN VALUED FUNCTTONP ARE FUNCTIONS AVAILA8L.E FOR USE I N  
FORTRAN STATEMENTS* THEIR ARGUMENTS ARE F-EXPRESSIONS ENCLOSED I N  
APO$PWOPWEP, THE AvAILARLE FUNCTION% AWE AS FOLLOWS: 
GIVES AN INTEGER CORRESPONDING TO THE LEAD OPERATOR OF THE 
F-EXPRESSION & *  THE CORRESPONDENCE IS  AS FOLLOWS: 
CONSTANT ZEPB Q 
INTEGER CONSTANT I 
RATIONAL CONSTANT 2 
REAL CONSTANT 3 
UNDEFINED FUNCTION 
ARGUWENT 5 
NON-SUBSCR. VARIABLE 6 
SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE 7 
COMMA ( L I S T )  16 
+ (SUM) 18 
* (PRODUCT) 19 
** (EXPONENTIALIZATION) 20 
D IFF ,  OPERATOR 23 
UNDEFINED FUNCTION 25-31 
EX14 






B I N  
STEP 
EXAMPLE: I = L D O P ( ' X + Y + l V )  
WITH ATOMIC F-VARIAPLE, X AND Y P  THE EXECUTION OF THIS  FORTRAN 
STATEMENT SETS I EQ\-IAL TO 18 CORRESPONDING TO A SUM. 
GIVES THE NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS OF THE LEAD OPERATOR OF THE 
F-EXPRESSIONP E, WHEN E I S  A CONSTANT, VARIABLE, OR U!JDEFINED 
FUNCTION ARGUMENT, THEN NARG GIVES ZERO. 
EXAMPLE.: J = N A R G ( ~ X + Y + I O  
SETS THE VAL\JE OF J TO 3 ,  
GIVE ZERO WHENEVER THE F-FXPRESSION E 15 NOT A COIJSTANT, OTHFR- 
WISE THEY G I V E  THE CONSTANT VALUE FITHFR I N  IIUTFGEP F O R M  (IVALl!E) 
OR I N  REAL. F O R M  (VALUE), 
G I V E S  L O G I C A L  VALOF ,TRUE, WHEfl THF TWO F-LXPRESSIOIVS ARE Iak . f lP%-  
GAL ;  GEVFS . "ALsE,  OTHERWISE, 
THE EXECUTION OF THE AROVE STATEMENTS SETS I TO .FALSE. AND J TO 
e TRUE 
------------- 
GIVES THE NUMBER OF AVAILABLE STORAGE LOCATIONS I N  CORE FOR THE 
SYVBOLIC EXPRESSIONS, THE ARGUMENT 0 I S  A DUMMY ARGUMENT, 
3 . 4 .  FORMAL VARIABLES AS SUBPROGRAM ARGUMENTS 
THE FORMAL SYSTEV ALLOWS FORMAL VARIABLES AS PART OF THE ARGU- 
MENT L I S T  I N  SUBPROGRAMS (FUNCTION OR SUBROUTINE) WITW SOME RE- 
STRICTIONS, THE RULES TO RE FOLLOWED ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
I N  THE CALLING ROUTINE: 
CALL S U f j ( . , e ~ W ; ' , e . , )  OR 
CALL S U B ( r r r , V ( E ) i ' , , , , )  
WHERE V MUST BE A VARIABLE OR FIJNCTION NAME WHICH M A Y  BE 
SOF?SCCIPTED B Y  E FOLLOWING THE RULES OF  SUBSCRIPTION^ BUT IT 
M A Y  NCT CONTAIN FORTRAN TYPE OF EXPRESSIONS. 
THE ARGUMENT MUST ,BF TERMINATED RY SEMICOLON AND ENCLOSED I N  
APOSTROPHES, 
I N  THE CALLED ROUTINE: 
THE CORRESPONDING ARGllMENT NAME MIJST BE ENCLOSED I N  APOSTRO- 
Pt1ESt AND I T  FntlST APPEAR WTTHOCJT SCJRSCPIpTI 
EXAMPLE: 
C A L L  S U 8 ( ' f i $ ' )  SI-JBPOUTZNE SUR 4 " 9  ) 
Bz24ii.x 
CALL 5URP B V S; I s ~ ~ B R Q U T I N E  SURR(*BI) 
B [ 2 a J l = X * * 2  
3 m 5 e  SUMMARY OF RESTRICTIQNS, 
1, RESTRICTED EXTERNAL NAMES, 
NAMES STARTING WITH V M L U A W E  RESERVED FOR FORMAL 
OBJECT TIME ROUTINES, 
2, MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS EN FORMAL FUNCTIONS. 
DEFINED FUNCTION 20 
UNDEFINED FUNCTION I 
SUBST %+2*20 
REPLAC 1+2*20 
3 ,  SUBSCRIPTS, 
MAXMUM 4 
INTEGER VALUED I N  RANGE 0 - 511 
4, DIMENSIONALITY OF F-VARIABLES, 
DIMENSIONALITY OF AN F-VARIARbEe %.El SUBSCRIPTED OR NOT, 
I S  DEFINED BY I T S  FIRST USE ON THE LEFT SIDE OF AN 
ASSIGN STATEMENT, SUBSEQUENT USE OF THE VARIABLE MUST 
CORRESPOND TO I fp  I e E c  A NON-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE MUST 
BE USED WITHOUT SUBSCRIPT, A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE MUST 
BE USED WITH SUBSCWIPT(S), THERE I S  NO RESTRICTION ON THE 
USE OF A SUBSGRPPVFD VARIABLE WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS 
OF SUBSCWIPBSP EeG, A ( % )  AND A ( 2 e B ~ 6 )  M A Y  BE USED 
I N  THE PAME PROGWAP* 
WHEN AN F-VARIABLE WHICH DOES NOT APPEAR AS SUBPROGRAM 
ARGUMENT I S  ERASED BY AN ERASE STATEMENT, THEN I T S  
D I M E N S I O N A L I T Y  M A Y  BE REDEFINED, 
5 ,  SUBPROGRAM ARGuMEi"'ST5, 
QNLY F-VAWIAL '5 WITHOUT SUBSCRIPTS AND DEFINED 
FUNCTIONS M A Y  BE USED AS ARGUMENTS, 
ERASING THE VALUE OF AM F-VARIABLE WHICH I S  A SUB- 
PROGRAM ARGUMENT RESETS THE VALUE TO ITSELF BUT 
REVBPNS TWE.CBRRESFS~NDENCE OF WE ARGUMENT TO 
THE CALLING AND CALLED ARGtIMENTS, 
4 e EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE FORMAL SYSTEM 
4 r f  r TAYLOR EXPANSION 
QFORMAL*LIR.FORMALPIL ELTI P ELT2  
C T H I S  PROGRAM GENERATES A TAYLOR EXPANSION I N  THE 
C NEIGHBORHOOD OF A p  FOR A GIVEN FIJNCTION FXP WHICH 
C HAS CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVES UP TO N-TH ORDER 
C 
LOGICAL IDENT 
'OPTION I N T ,  EXPAND(13)pMFCTt 
1 'READ NpApFX' 
N = I V A L U E ( ' N 9 )  
A = I V A L U E ( ' A V )  
PRINT 8 
'PRINT F X "  
PRINT 9 rNeA  
'F=HEPLACCFX,XPAI'  
DO 2 I = l , N  
'I = # I ( I ) '  
"X = D I F C F X ~ X P ~ I '  
IF ( I D E N T ( ' F X , O ' ) )  STOP 
'FF = F I X C R E P L A C L F X P Y ~ A I P - 4 3 '  
2 'F=F+~/FACCXI*(X-A)**I*FF~ 
'PRINT F e  
PRINT ' ( / / / / / I e  
GO TO 1 
8 FORMAT ( ' T H E  TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FIINCTION') 
9 FORMAT ("F O R D E R \ I ~ , ' P  I N  THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF X = " I 3 1  
END 
I J M  AP 
L I B  FORMAL*LIR. 
nXQT 
1 0  i 0 i S I N C X I  i 
1 0  ; 0 i COSCX3 i 
1 0  i 0 i C * ( L - 2 * C * * 2 * X ) * * ( - f / 2 )  1 
C Y C L E  0 0 :  09  SEP 7 0  AT 1 1 ~ 2 9 ~ 2 2  FORMAL 0 3 : 8 2  
C T H I S  PROGRAM GENERATES A TAYLOR EXPANSION I N  THE 
C NEIGHBORHOOD OF A t  FOR A GIVEN FUNCTION FXv WHICH 
C WAS CONTINUOUS DERIVATIVES UP TO N-TH ORDER 
LOGICAL PBENT 
WOTION INT, EXPANB(12)pMFCTC 
1 'READ N,AvFXV 
N = I V A L U E ( W q )  
A = IVALUE("A"1 
PRINT 8 
T R E N T  FXQ 
PRINT 9,NpA 
T==REOLACC FX P X I A 3 *  
DO 2 IsslpN 
' 1  -- W I t I I U  
@FX = D I F E F x ~ X P ~ ~ ~  
I F  ( I D E N T I ' F X t O ' ) )  STOP 
'FFF = F I X E R E P L A C E F X P X P A ] ~ - ~ ~ "  
2 BF=F+1/FACE13*(X-A)*zt:Z*FFq 
'PRINT F '  
PRINT Q(/////)O 
GO TO %. 
8 FORMAT ( @ % . T H E  TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FUNCTION') 
9 FORMAT 0 OF OWDER@cI3c"N THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF X = % I 3 1  
END 
PREPROCESSOR OUTPUT : 
LOGICAL PBENT 
C A L L  F M L O P T ( ~ N T P E X P A N D ( I ~ ) , M F C T ~ ~ V O )  
1 CALL F M L I O ~ ( ' N @ A P F X ; ' P O )  
N  = I V A L U E ( ' N i W 9 O )  
A = I V A L U E ( " A ; ' P O )  
PRINT 8 
CALL F M L I o ~ ( ' F X ~ ' P O )  
PRINT' 9,NtA 
CALL FMLASG ( ' F = R E P L P C C F X ~ X ~ A ~ ~ ' , ~ )  
DO 2 I = l , N  
C A L L  FMLASG ( ' I = W I l l ' r l , I )  
CALL FMLASG ( ' F X = D I F [ F X P X P ~ J ~ ' P O )  
IF ( I D E N T ( T X P O ; ' P O ) )  STOP 
CALL FMLASG ( 'FF=FIXrREPLACCFXpX,A3,-41i ' ,0)  
2 CALL FMLASG ( *F=F+I /FACCXI*(X-A)** I *FFI ' ,O)  
CALL F M L I 0 2 ( * F i ' t O l  
PRINT ' ( / / / / / ) '  
GO To 1 
8 FORMAT ( ' 1THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FUNCTION') 
9 F O R M h T  ( '  O F  ORDER',I~P'IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF X = ' t I 3 )  
E N D  
THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FUNCTION 
FX=: 
SINEX3 
OF ORDER 10, I N  THE NEIGHBORHOOD O F  X = 0 
F= 
X - 186 * X ** 3 + 1/120 * X ** 5 - 1/5040 * X ** 7 t 11362880 * 
X ** 9 
THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FUNCTION 
FX.- 
case x a 
OF ORDER P O P  I N  THE NEPGHRORHOOB OF X = 0 
THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE FUNCTION 
FX= 
C / ( 2 .  - 2 * &** 2 * X I  ** 1/2 
O F  ORDER 1 6 p  I N  THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF X = 0 
F =  
C + C * * 3 * % + 3 / % * C * * 5 * X * * 2 + 5 / 2 * C * * 7 * X * * 3 +  
3 5 / 8  * C ** 9 * X ** + 6348 * C ** 11 * X ** 5 + 231/1fj * C ** 
13 * X ** 6 + 429426 * C ** 15 * X ** 7 + 6435/128 * C ** 17 * X 
** 8 + 121558128 * C ** 19 * X ** 9 + 46189/256 * C ** 21 * X ** 
$ 8  
~FORMAL*L IH ,FORMALPIL  E L T I ,  E L 1 2  
C **** T H I S  I S  THE DUMMY MAIN ROUTINF FOR TESTING THE 
C **** FACTORING SUBROUTINE, 
9 'READ E '  
PR INT  " ' @ T H E  ORIGII\IAL EXPRESSION I S  " 1 '  
'PREbJT E '  
CALL FACTOR ( ' E E i ' )  
PRINT  ' ( 0  THE HEESLJLT AFTER FACTORING I S  : " I t  
"PRINT E '  
PR INT  " / / / / / ) '  
GO TO 1 
END 
QFORMAL*L IRIFO~MALeIL  E L T ~ P F L T ~  
c THIS POUTINE FACTORS OUT THE COMMON FACTOR I N  AN 
C EXPRESSION '.dtiICH I S  A SUM O F  PRODUCTS, 
C I F  FXPRE5SION ' E '  I S  NOT A SUMP THEN THE EXPRESSION 
C YE" WILL RE kETUf?RFD WITHOUT FACTORING, 
C E = Al+A2+A3+.,,+PN = F * ( ~ l + R 2 + , , e + B h )  
C THE CONSTANT FACTOR WILL  RE DELETED 
SUHROUTINE FACTOR ( ' F ' )  
'OPTION PRODEXPEXPAND(O)'  
C ***** I F  THE LEAD OPEPATOR I S  NOT ' + ' P  ThEN RETUQN 
I F  ( L D O P ( ' E ' )  rNE. 18) RETURN 
' F  = FXPANDCEJt 
FC r ( NCJPC C 1 3 l/FJU"I ClUMC r 1 I l/NUMC C 2 1 I1  / ( 0EtJOMC c 1 I I /  
c t\lCIYr DEPJOMC C 1 3  3/DElJOllAr C 2 I1 3 1 ' 
N = b ;AR6( 'E * )  
C ***** TAKE THE F I R S T  PRGCllvrFNT AS I T S  FACTOR 
' F  = ARGrEv1J9  
C ***** LOOP T O  COMPUTE THE COMMON FACTOR OF EXPRESSION E 
DO 5[7 1 ~ 2 , N  
@ A  A A R G C E P ~ # I ( I ) ~ '  
C A * * * *  USE THE DEFINED FUF:CTION V C P  
50  ' F  F FCcFpA ] '  
'FF  = Ov 
C ***** DELETE THE CONSTAFJT FACTOR 
"€3 I-- F *  
I F  ( L D O P ( ( R H 0  .EQ, 1 9 )  "9BARG[RR,l]@ 
I F  ( L D O P ( @ H t 3 @ )  ,GT, 7 )  G O  TO P O I ?  
" F FF/RR" 
C ***** LqOP S O  SHE REMAINING PART ClF THE E X P R E S S I O N  
l e o  oo f s n  T = I P N  
1 5 0  * F &  r ~ F + ( A H G [ E ~ B I ( I ) % / F $ ~  
' E  = F * F F *  
C * * a * *  RCBUPN TO TWE C B L L I P I G  PQOGRAM 
9FTURN 

C Y C L E  00  : 89 SEP 7 8  AT 10:30:22 FORMAL Q3:Q2 
C **** T H I S  I S  THE DUMMY MAIN ROUTINE FOR TESTING THE 
C **** FACTORING SUBROUTINE, 
f WEEAD E *  
PRINT  " ( 9  THE ORIGINAL EXPRESSION I S  * ' I '  
"PRINT E q  
CALL FACTOR ( ' E l v )  
PR INT  q ( "  W E  RESULT AFTER FACTORING I S  : " I 9  
@ P R I N T  E q  e 
PR INT  " / / / / / Iq 
eo TO I 
END 
PREPROCESSOR OUTPUT : 
1 
a CALL F M L I O L ( T E I e v O )  
PRINT q 9 $  THE ORIGINAL EXPRESSION IS * ' I '  
CALL F M L L 0 2 ( T E I b O )  
CALL FACTOR ( ' E i ' )  
PRINT V t J @  THE RESULT AFTER FACTORING I S  :"I9 
CALL F M L % 0 2 ( T E i q ~ O )  
PRINT " ( / / / ( / / I '  
GO TO I 
END 
CYCLE fin : 0 9  5EP 7 0  AT 10:31:45 F O R M A L  0 3 : 0 2  
T H I S  ROUTINE FACTORS OUT THE COMMON FACTOR I N  AN 
EXPRESSION W~ICH I S  A SUM OF PRODUCTS0 
I F  EXPRESSION ' E O S  NOT A SUMP THEN THE EXPRESSION 
' E *  WILL BE RETURNED WITHOIJT FACIORPNGo 
E = A ~ + A z + A ~ + o , , + A M  = F*(91+R?+..,+BN) 
TFE CONSTANT FACTOR WILL RE DELETED 
SUF{ROUTINE FACTOR ( VF' 
?OPTION P R O D E X I E X P A N D ( O ) ~  
***** I F  THE LFAD OPEPATOR I S  NOT '+', THEN HETURN 
I F  ( L D O P ( ( E * )  ONE, 1 ~ )  PETIJRN 
T E EXPANDLEI '  
q F C  = (NUMCr 1 ll/N~JMCtlUMCC1l3/NIIML~2333)/(DENOMCC13l/ 
+ NUMC DENOMC C 1 3 I /DENO~~C C 2 1 3  1) ' 
N = N A R G ( @ E e )  
***** TAKE TI]€ F I R S T  ARGUMENT AS I T S  FACTOR 
OF = A R G C E P ~ I '  
***** LOOP TO COMPUTE THE COMMON FACTOR O F  EXPRESSION E 
DO 5 0  I=2,N 
W A ARRGTEPHP( I ) I *  
*&*** USE THE D E F I N E D  FUNCTION v = c t  
' F  F FCCCFpA]' 
' F F  = 0 '  
***** OELETE THE CONSTA~JT  FACTOR 
"RH = F' 
I F  (LrJOP("H3') ,EQ.  19) ' R R = I \ ~ G I R B , l I '  
I F  ( L D 9 P (  ' O ' 3 ' )  . G T ,  9 G O  T O  1 0 0  
' F  F F/f3P'  
* * * a *  LOOP TC THE PEM~IPJING PART O F  THE tXPRESSION 
DO 1 5 0  I z l ~ l J  
V F  = F F + ( A I ? G ~ E V # I ( I ) ~ / F ) '  
' E  -. F*FFq 
***** RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
RETUQN 
END 
PREPROCESSOR BUTPI IT :: 
SUBROUTINE F A C T O R  i*) 
C A L L  F M L E Q U ( l p 6 E  * ? 
CALL F M L o P T ( T P W O D E X P E X P A N D ( O ) ~ ~ ~ C ) )  
I F  ( L D O P ( " E ~ ' P O )  rNE, 1 8 )  RETURN 
CALL FMLASG ( 'EZEXPANDC E 1; ' P o 1 
CALL FRlLASG ( FC= ( NUMC C 1 I J/NUM[ NWMe C 11 ]/NUMC e 2 I1  I )  / ( DENOv 
~ c ~ ~ I I / N u ~ c D E N o M L C ~ ~ I / D E N O M C C ~ ~ ~ ~ )  ; ' P O )  
N = NARG('E; 'pO) 
CALL FMLASG ( 'F=ARGC E v 1 I 8 '  r 0) 
00 5 0  I=2 ,N  
CALL FMLASG ( ' A = A R G C E ~ # I l I i ' e l , ( I ) )  
50  CALL FMLASG ( 'F=FC[ F,A 1; ' p 0 )  
CALL F'4LASG ( 'FF=O; ' ,O)  
CALL FMLASG ( '9H=F; ' ,O)  
I F  ( L D O P ( ~ B R I P P O )  .EOr 19) CALL FMLASG O B D = A R G ~ H B P ~ I ~ ' V O )  
I F  ( L D O P ( @ B S I ' P O )  .GT* 3 )  GO TO 1 0 0  
CALL FYLPSG ( ' F = F / B B ; ' , o )  
1 0 0  DO 1 5 0  I = 1 v N  
1 5 0  CALL FMLASG ('FF=FF+(ARGcE~wI~~/F);',~,(I)) 
CALL FMLASG ( 'E=F*FF I 'Po )  
RETURN 
F. r.1 b 
FORMALLIB VERSION OSzQ9A 
THE ORIGINAL EXPRESSION I S  
E.-, 
81 * X + A2 * X + A 3  * X ** 2 * ( A 1  + A21 
THE RESULT AFTER FACTORING I S  : 
E- 
X * ( A 1  + A2 + A 1  * A3 * X + A2 * A3 * X )  
THE RESULT AFTER F A C T O R I N G  I S  : 
E= 
X * (2/3 * X + 1/2 * Y + 4 * X ** 2 + 3/4 * Y ** 2) 
THE ORIGINAL EXPRESSION I S  
EIZ 
1 / 2  * ( X + Y 1  
THE RESULT AFTER .FACCOR%SNG I S  : 
E= 
1P2 * ( X  + Y )  
5 ,  INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM 
A SUBSET O F  THE FORMAL LANGUAGE IS AVAILABLE AS AM xNTERACTIVE 
SYSTEM FROM TELETYPE, I N  THIS SUBSET, THERE ARE NO FORTRAN TYPE 
STATEMENTS AvAPLABLEB THUS FORTRAN-TYPE CONSTANTS I N  FORMAL STATE- 
MENTS ARE A L S O  NOT AVAILABLE, THE AVAILABLE STATEMENTS ARE AS 
FOLLOWS: 









THESE STATEMENTS SHOULD * N O T * RE ENCLOSED I N  APOSTROPHES 
CONTRARY T O  THE F O R M A L  SYSTEM DESCRIBED I N  CHAPTER 3. THE TYPE OF 
THE STATEMENT IS DETERMINED EITHER BY THE F I R S T  2 OR THE F I R S T  6 
CHARACTERS TYPED OM A L INE,  WITH b PNBPCATING A SPACE@ THESE FORMS 
ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
C A COMMENT STATEPENT 
CQMMEN COMMENT STATEMENT 
PA PRINT STATEMENT 
PRINT& PRINT STATEMENT 
OPT I ON OPTEON STATEMENT 
ERASEA ERASE STATEMENT 
NCBUNT ET G I V E S  THE NUMBER OF AVAILABLE CORE LOCATIONS 
ROL.O%9"6 
SAVEAA SAVE STATEMENT 
RESET& RESET 5 r 'T"$EQII~T 
WHENEVER A TYPED-IN L I N E  DOES NOT HAVE ONE OF THE ABOVE FORMS, 
THE SYSTEM A U T O M A T I C A L L Y  ASSUMES THAT I T  I S  AN ASSIGN STATEMENT, 
ERROR MESSAGES ARE GIVEN WHEN T H E  STATEMENTS ARE SYNTACTICALLY 
INCORRECT, 
AT THE. PRESENT, THE S"PBBmEk4TN ARE RESTRICTED 18 ONE STATEMENT 
PER LINE, WHEN A LINE IS TYPED, AND THE CARRIAGE RETURN IS PUSHED, 
THE L INE I S  ACCEPTED AS A STATEMENT AND EXECUTED, BEFORE EXECU- 
T I O N ,  THE STATEMENT IS REPRINTED TO PROVIDE A L I S T I N G  WITHOUT THE 
CORRECTION ARROWS WHICH MIGHT POSSIBLY RE EMPLOYED IN THE INPUT 
I M A G E S  THE OPBIONI ERASE, AND ASSIGN STATEMENTS ARE THE SAME 
SYNTACTICLY AND SEMANVECLY AS THE CORRESPONDING STATEMENTS I N  
CHAPTER 2, THE COMMENT STBTEMENT CBRRFSPONDS PO THE FORTRAN 
COMMENT STATEMENT, bi4E PRINT STATEMENT CORRESPONDS T O  THE F O R M A L  
Q40TPtJ"i 5-1 ATEEMPIT WIT!-4 FIYEn FORMAT;  IT MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A L I S T  
OF LARIARLEst THE SBSTEM P P ~ N T S  OUT THE VARIABLES FOLLOWED BY 
FQUbL SIGN4 AND !''WET6 EXPRFTSION VALUES, THE VARIABLES AND THEIR 
EXPRESSIONS A L W A Y S  START ON A NEW L I N E  I N  COLUMN 2, WHEN AN 
EXPRESSION IS  LOMGFR THAN ONE L I M E @  I T I S  CONTINUED O ' i  A NEW L I N E  
S T A R T I N G  I N  COLUMN 2. 
THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM CAN BE ACCESSED FROM THE SYSTEM 
BY 
EXEC 8 CONTROL L INES,  AND ITS USE 15 TERMINATED BY ANY EXEC 8 
CONTROL L I N E ,  1,E. 12 TN COLUMN 1. 
I F  A SET OF FORMAL STATEMEEJTS MOST BE EXECUTED A r!UMRER OF 
TIMES, THEN THE F0LLOhZNG PROCEDURES C A N  BE U T I L I Z E D  TO SAVE A 
CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF TEDIOUS TYPING , FIRST ,  A SYMBOLIC ELEMENT 
CALLED ?LOOP' SHOULD BE CRFATED BY ' B E L T P S  LOOP' WHICH I S  THEN 
FOLLOWFO BY THE SET OF FORMAL STATEMENTS. AFTER ALL STATEMENTS ARE 
TYPED I N ,  TERMINATE THE ELFMENT PROCESSOR BY TYPING I F 1  MASTER 
CONTROL * Q 9 I N  THE F I R S T  COLUMN. SECOND, TO U T I L I Z E  T H I S  'LOOP' 
ELEMENT SIMPLY TYPE I N  'QADD LOOP' WHEREVER T H I S  SET OF IbISTRIJC- 
TIONS I S  NEEDED, SEE EXAMPLE 2 I N  SECTION 6.2, 
6 0 EXAMPLES OF THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM 
6.1, EXAMPLE 1 
OXQT FORMAL*LIBeFML 
FORMALLIB VERSION 05e05  
C THE ABOVE STATEMENT INDICATES WHICH VERSION I S  WORKING 
C NO&! 
c THIS EXAMPLE USES FEATURES OF SOME FORMAL STATEMENTS 
C TO PROVE THE EQUATION FOR THE CUM OF GEOMETRIC SERIES, 
C. I ,$ ,  SUM QF ( X * * 6 1 - 1 ) )  = (%-X**N)/(I-X) FOR I=l,.r,,N 
C LET 'SN* BE THE SUP AND TRY TO PROVE I T  BY MATHEMATICAL 
G INDUCTION, F l R S T e  TEST TO SEE I F  THE EQUATION HOLDS 
C FOR M=b,(%,Ee THE SUM 5 N - 1 )  I F  IT I S  SO, THEN ASSUME 
C THE EQUATION 15 TRUE FOR ALL INTEGERS LESS THAN OR 
C EQUAL PO N, THEM PROCEED TO SHOW THAT THE EQUATION I S  
e TRUE FOR INTEGER N+I, ACCORDING TO SHE EQUATION AND 
C SURSTITUVION OF N+b FOR N P  'SUM1@=(i-Z**N+I)/(l"Z)i 
C BY THE ASSUMPTION AND THE DEFIN IT ION OF THE SUMMATION 
c WE KNOW THAI B ~ ~ ~ ~ @ = ~ ~ + ~ * * ~ .  THE OBJECTIVE IS THEN 
6 TO SHOW THAT %%UMIB I S  IDENTICAL TO * S U M 2 U B Y  TAKING 
C THEIR DIFFERENCE, 
C 
O P T I O N  EXPANOtOI 
OPTIOW: EXPAND[OI 
SN = (B-X**N)/(i-XI 
SN = ( 1 - X * * N ) B C L - X I  
TEST1 SUBSTT SN P N t 1 J 





SUM1 = SUBSTCSN,NpN+LS 
SUM1 S U B S T E % N P N P N + ~ ~  
FRTPIT SUM1 
SUM$"-- 
( $  - 1 * X ** t l  + N)  ) ( 1  - f * X )  ** ( - f )  
SUM2 = SN+A**N 
SUM2 = $N+XaxN 
i4N 1 NT i-,tl?42 
SCIP42- 
( & - t * X * * N )  * ( 1 - % * X I  * * ( = - I )  + X * * N  
PMOOF = SUM1-SUM2 
PROOF = SUML-SUM2 
PRINT PROOF 
PROOF= 
--I* ( ( 1  - 1 * X ** N)  * ( 1 -  1 *  X I  ** ( -1) + X ** P I )  
+ ( 1  - 1 * X * *  ( 1 4 - N )  ) * ( 1 - 1 * X )  ** ( - 1 )  
C 
C SINCE 'PROOF' I S  NOT ZERO. LET 'S  PUT I T  I N  THC COMMON 
C DENOMINATOR FORM, 
C 
EXAM = EXPANDC PROOF I 
EXAM = EXPANDC PROOF I 
PHINT EXAM 
EXAM= 
- 1  ( 1 - 1 * X )  * X * * N + X * * N - 1 * X * *  ( 1 + N l )  
* ( 1  - 1 * X )  ** ( -1) 
ZERO = EXPAND[ NUMC E X A M ]  IIDENOMC E X A M  I 




k e 2 ,  EXAMPLE 2 
THIS  EXAMPLE SHOWS WOW TO GENERATE A SET OF ORTHOGONAL PO- 
LYNOMIALS BY I T S  RECURSIVE D E F I N I T I O N  : 
P (N+1) = ( A [  N I *X+BENJI  *P(N)-CKN3*F)(N-l)  WHERE THE VALUE OF 
P ( N ) P  A SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE# TS THE N'TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL I N  
X B A C N 3 r  OCN39 CCN3 AS FUNCTIONS WITH ARGUMENT N P  CORRESPOND TO 
THE COEFFICIENTS I N  THE RECURSIVE FORMULA, TO AVOID THE TEDIOUS 
WORK OF TYPING THE ABOVE FORMULA REPEATEDLY BY INCREMENTING N 
AND PRINTING OUT P(N1,  WE DEFINE AN ELEMENT NAMED 'LOOP' AS 
FOLLOWS: : 
QELTv I S  LOOP 
P ( N + l l  z (AEN3*X+B[Nl)*P(N)-CCN3*P(N-P) 
N  = N+1 
PRINT P ( N 1  
D 
THIS  WAY WE ARE ABLE TO 11% 
DADO LOOP 
INSTEAD OF TYPING I N  THE ABOVE 3 FORMAL STATEMENTS, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NOW WE CALL *FORMAL*L%R~FMLQ TO GENERATE THE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIA- 
L S  6 
GXBT FORMAL*LIB,FML 
FQWMALLPB VERSION 05a05  
OPTION EXPANDI10)  
OPTIGNZ EXPANB(%O) 
C 
e FIRST INITIAE. E Z E  P ( O ) , P ( I ~  
C 
P ( Q 1  I 
P t O )  = b 
P ( 1 E  -- % 
P [ l %  = x 
C 
c NOW DEFINE THE FUNCTION A F W P A N D  e FOR LEGENDRE POLY- 
C NOMIAL, USE @@ADD LOOP* REPEATEDLY TO OBTAIN THE 
I: CONSECUTIVE PQLYNQMEBLS~ 
e 
A = ( 2 * E 1 3 + 1 ) / ( C 1 3 + % . )  
A = 4 2 * C 1 3 + 1 9 / ( E 1 3 + 1 )  
R = O  
B = O  
6 = $ 3 3 / ( 9 % 3 + 1 )  
c -- K 1 l / ( e j ~ + i j  
N = _ %  
N z l  
OADD LOOP 
P ( N + 1 )  dPCN3*X+WKM4!*P(N)-CEM2*P~N-~b 
N = N + l  
P ( 2 1  = 
h/2 + 3/2 * X ** 2 
DADD L O O P  
P(N+1)  = (ACNl*X+BCN3)*P(N)-CCNI*P(N-l) 
N o N+% 
P ( 3 )  - 
3 /2  * X + 5 /2  * X ** 3 
QADD L O O P  
P (N+%)  = (ACN~*X+B[NJ)*P(N)-CCNI*P(N-~) 
14 = N+$ 
P ( 4 )  = 
3/W - 15/4 * X ** 2 + 35/8 * X ** 4 
@ADD L O O P  
P ( N + 1 )  = (ACNI*X+BCNl)*P(N)-C[Nl*P(N-1) 
N -c N+1  
P ( 5 )  = 
15/8 * X - 35/4 * X ** 3 + 6 3 / R  * X ** 5 
@ADD L O O P  
P(N+1)  = (ACNJ*X+BCNI)*P(FI) -CCNl*P(N-1)  
N = rJ+1 
P ( 6 )  = 
5/16 + 105/16 * X ** 2 - 315/16 * X ** 4 + 231/16 + X ** 6 
@ADD L O O P  
P ( N + l )  = (ACt\ l l *X+RCN3)*P(r \~)-CCNl*P(N-1)  
N = N + 1  
P (7) = 
35/16 * X + 315/16 * X ** 3 - 693/16 * X ** 5 + 42Q/16 * X ** 
7 
@ADD L O O P  
P ( N + % )  = (ACN3*X+BCN3)*P( I \ l ) -CCNl*P(N- l )  
r.1 - N+$ 
I' ( 8 )  =: 
35/128 - 315/32 + X ** 2 t 3465/64 * X ** 4 - 3003/32 * X ** 6 + 
6435/128 * X ** 8 
DADB LOOP 
P(PJ+P) = (ACNI*X+BCNI) *P(N) - -CCNI*P(N-1)  
N \r N+P 
P ( 9 )  -- 
315/128 * X - f f 5 5 / 3 2  * X ** 3 + 9009/64 * X ** 5 - 6435/32 * X 
** 4 + %%155/P28 * X ** 9 
QADD LOOP 
P(N+l) .P ( A ~ N ~ * X + R ~ N ~ ) * ~ ( ~ \ J ) - C F N ] ~ P ( N - ~ )  
h = N-e-1  
C3 ( 1 0 1  -- 
h4/256 + 34658256 * X **  2 - 1 5 0 2 5 P t 2 8  * X ** 4 + 45045612R * 
X ** 6 - 109395/%56 * X *a 8 -+ 461998256 * X * %  1 0  
6 - 3 ,  EXAMPLE 3 
T H I S  EXAMPLE TAKEN FROM HOME WORK PROBLEMS OF FRESHMEN CALCULUS 
COURSE, SHOWS THE S I M P L I C I T Y  OF THE FORMAL PROGRAM I N  SOLVING 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES AND I N  EVALUATING THEM AT A GIVEN POINT.  
T H I S  EXAMPLE PERFORMS SEVERAL SUBTASKS, ONE OF THESE I S  TO PROVE 
hT**2 P APAA = rf**2 / 4AbP , 
Q X Q T  FoRMAL*LIB,FML 
FORMALLIB VERSION 85807 
OPTION EXPAND(bO1 
OPTION: EXPANB(IO1 
X = P * & 8 9 6  A 3  
X = P*COSL A 3  
Y = P*SINCA3 
Y =: P*SS[NEA3 
T = X * * 3 - X * Y + Y * * 3  
T = X * * J - X * Y + Y * * 3  
DP = D I F L T R P Q ~ ~  
BP = D I F E T ~ P P I ~  
PRINT BP 
LIP= 
3 * f P  .k S I N  C A I  1 a* 2 * S I N  C A I  + 3 (P * COS C A I  1 ** 2 
* C 0 S  [ A 3  - 2 * P * SIN [ A 3  * COS [A3  
C 
V 1  = SUBSTCDPoAt3,%416/43 
V 1  " S ~ 8 S ~ C D P ~ A s 9 ~ 1 4 1 6 / 4 3  
PRINT Vd. 
( , 7 6 7 % %  * $ 1  ** 2 
C 
DPA = D I F K D P I A ~ I ~  
DPA = D B F E D P I A ~ ~ S  
PRINT BPA 
DPWZ 
2 * P * % I N C A S  ** 2 - 2  * $ * 605 C A 3  ** 2 + 3 J( ( P *  S Z k  
L A 3  1 ** 2 * C Q S  E A 3  - 3 * ( P  * 605 [ A 3  1 ** 2 * S I N  C A I  + 
6 * P * *  2 * S % M E W 3  * * 2 * C O S h A 3  - 6 * P + * 2 * C O S E A 3  ** 
2 * SIN C A 3  
c 
BA z DIFET,Wcl3  
04  O I F ~ T P A ~ % ~  
PRIPJV DA 
DBaz 
P a s  2 * S I ~ ~ ~  E M  7ar 2 - 1 * P a cas  E A 3  ** 2 +- 3 * P * 
( p  o SIN : A 3  1 s* 2 CO5 [FBI - 3 * P * ( P  * COS [ A 3  b ** 2 
r SIN $ A 3  
C 
V 2  = SUBSTCDWpA,3e1416/43 
V2 = SUBST[ BA, A P  3 r  l 4 l 6 / 4  I 
PRINT V 2  
V 2 =  
- 2 * 1 2 1 3 2 * P *  ( 8 7 0 7 1 1 * P )  * * 2 + 2 @ 1 2 1 3 2 * P *  ( 0 7 0 7 1 1 *  
P )  ** 2 + .300000 * P ** 2 
C 
DAP D I F C D A 9 P v l I  
DAP = DIFCDApPv11 
PRINT DAP 
DAP= 
2 * P * S I N C A I  ** 2 - 2 * P * C O S C A 3  ** 2 + 3 * ( P  * S I N  
[ A ]  1 ** 2 * COS C A I  - 3 * ( P  * COS [ A 3  ** 2 * S I N  C A I  + 
6 * P *.* 2 * S I N T A I  ** 3 * COS C A I  - 6 * P ** 2 * COS C A I  ** 
2 * S I N  K A I  
C 
V 3  = S U B S T C D P A P A P ~ . I ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~  
V3 = S~BST[DPApAp3,1416/43 
PRINT V3 
2,12132 * (,70711 * P I  ** 2 
C 
EQUAL = DPA-DAP 





DP3 = D I F C T v P t 3 3  
DP3 = D I F C T I P V ~ I  
DP3DA3 = D I F C D P ~ P A P ~ I  
B P J D A 3  = DIFCDP3pAp 3 1  
P R I N T  DP3DA3 
DP3DA3= 
- 126 * SIN [ A ]  ** 2 COS r A 3  + 1 2 6  * COS C A I  ** 2 * S I N  
[ A ]  - 3 6 * S T N [ A J  * * 3 +  3 6 * C O S C A ]  * * 3  
C 
V Y  = SURSTCDP3DA3,Av3*1416/41 
L 4  = S U E S T C D P ~ D A ~ P A ~ J . I ~ I ~ / ~ ]  
PRINT V 4  
V4= 
-- , 0 0 0 3 0  
7 e E R R O R  MESSAGES 
ANY ERROR OCCURING DURING THE EXCUTION OF A FORMAL PROGRAM 
TERMINATES THE EXCUTPBN BY PRINTING OUT AN APPROPRIATE ERROR 
MESSAGE WITH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS: 
E l  -- "MESSAGE" 
E 2  -- VMESSAGE" 
E3 -- "MESSAGEB 
E l ,  E2p E3 CORRESPOND TO THREE TYPES OF ERRORS INDICATING THE 
NECESSARY CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE, TOGETHER WITH THE DIFFERENT 
MESSAGES, 
&1 : THE STATEMENT CAUSING THE ERROR MUST BE CORRECTED. 
I T  USUALLY CORRESPONDS TO A SYNTACTIC ERROR, AS STATED 
I N  THE MESSAGE, EN THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM, I T  
C A N  BE CORRECTFD BY TYPING THE CQRECI STATEMENT, 
EXAMPLE:  ~ = s u e s v r  X + Y V X , Y I  
TH IS  STATEMENT CAUSES THE FOLLOWIPJG ERROR 
MESSAGE TO BE PRINTED. 
~1 -- DOES NOT MATCH THE LEFT SIDE 1 
E 2  : THE PROCESS OF THE LAST STATEMENT EXHAUSTED THE AVAI- 
LABLE WORKING STORAGE. I T  CAN BE CORRECTED BY USING A 
FORMAL 'ERASE? STATEMENT PRIOR TO THE LAST INDICATED 
STATEMENT, ZN THE INTERACTIVE FORMAL SYSTEM, I T  C A N  BE 
CORRECTED BY TYPING I N  AM "RASEq STATEMENT WITH 
APPROPRIATE PAPAMETERS BEFORE TYPING I N  THE LAST 
STATEMENT. 
E 3  : THE E X E C L T ~ O N  OF THE LAST STATEMENT CAUSES AN UNRECO- 
VERABLE E R R O R ,  1N THIS  CASE THE PROGRAM USUALLY CAN 
NOT EASILY RE CORRECTED* 
8 e SYNTAX OF FORMAL STATEMENTS 
IN THIS CHAPTER, THE SYNTACTIC RULES OF THE FORMAL STATEMENTS 
ARE PRESENTED IN BACKUS NORMAL FORM, THE LIMITATION OF THIS FORM 
REQUIRES SOME EXPLANATIONS WHICH ARE GIVEN SEMANTICALLY. THE 
FOLLOWING SYNTACTIC VARIABLES ARE USED WITHOUT FURTHER EXPLANA- 
TION: 
<ID>::= I D E N T I F I E R  CONSISTING OF NOT MORE THAN 6 ALPHANUMERIC 
CHARACTERS OF WHICH THE F I R S T  ONE I S  A LETTER. 
<R>::= DECIMAL REAL NUMBER 
8.Iel9 FORMAL CO~VSTANTS AND VARIARLES. 
<F- INT>: :=  < I >  \ N I ( < F N I N T > )  
<F-REAL>::= <R> \ #R(CFNREAL>) 
<F-VBLE>::= (F-SIMPLE-V> \ <F-SIJRSC-V> 
<F-SIMPLE-V>::= < I D >  
<F-S\ICSC-V>::= <%D>(<SURSeL IST> )  
<SURS,LIST>:E= <be!> \ <L,H>r<L,I> \ <L,I>,<L,I),<heI> \ 
<L,P>,<L,I>e<L,I>p<LII> 
<L,I>::z <F-INT> \ <F-E%PR> 5UCPJ THAT 
I T S  VALUF IS  AN INTEGER BETWEEN 0 A"1D 511, 
FUNCTION DEFINING EXPRESSIONS 
<WRG,INB>: := C < $ , I > S  
<PcJ>::= < I >  SUCH THAT ITS VALUE IS BETbdEEN 
O AND 2 0 ,  
<Vl>::= EXP \ L O G  \ TNH \ S I N  \ COS \ ATN \ FAC 
<M2>::= B I N  
<M3>::= STEP 
<F-SPECIAL>::= <Sl>[<F-EXPR>J \ COEFFC<F-EXPR>,<F-EXPR-S>3 \ 
ARGC<F-ExPR>,<P,I>~ \ < s ~ > C < F - E X P R > , < F - C O N W  
<S5>C <F-EXPR> P <PAIR% 
<Sl>::= EXPAND \ CODEM \ NUM \ DENOM \ E X P O N  \ BASE 
FLOAT \ F L O A T @  \ LDOP \ NARG 
< 5 2 > : : =  F I X  \ F IXF 
<F-EXPR-s>::= <F-EXPR> ~ ~ J C H  THAT IT I S  NOT A SUM 
R * 1 , 4 *  F O R M A L  ASSIGN STATEMENT, 
8 9 1 e 5 e  Z/O STATEMENTS, 
<F-READ>::= READ(<P, I> )<vBLE L I S T >  
<F-WRITE>::= wRITE(<P,I>~<P,X>,<P,I))(VBLE L I S T >  
<YBLE LIST>:: '  <F-VBLE) \ <F-ID> \ (VBLE LIST>,<F-VBLE> \ 
<VPLE L I S T > r < F - I D >  
INPlJT R Y  THE READ STATEMENT MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING FORM: 
<INPUT>::= (F-FXPR>$ \ <F-0-EXPB>t \ <INPUT><F-EYPR>I \ 
<INPUT><F-B-EXPW>; 
(F-OPTION>::= OPTION <OPP,LIPT> 
<OPT,LI$T>::= 98PTeTERM) \ <OPT,LIST>r<OPTeTERM) 
<OP$,PERM>::- INT 1 NOINT \ MFCT \ NOMFCV \ 
PRODEX \ NOPREX \ 
8 ~ 1 . 7 ,  ERASE STATEMENT* 
<F-ERASE>::= ERASE ~ V R L E  L I S T >  
8 r 1 e 8 e  DUMP STATEMENT, 
<F-DUMP>::= DUMP SYMBOLS \ DUMP ALL SYMBOLS \ 
DUMP EXpWFSSlONS \ BUMP ALL EXPRESSIONS 
A e l r 9 r  ROLBUT, SAVE AblD RESET STATEMENTS. 
<ROLL-OUT>::= ROLOUT (VBLE L I S T >  
<SAVE>::= SAVE < F I L E  I D >  
<RESET>::r RESET ( F I L E  ID> 
(FILE ID)::= e<ELY ID> \ (F ILE NAME> r CELT ID> 
<ELS I D > : : =  <ELT ~ 1 6 3 9 4 ~ )  \ < E L I  NAME) / <VERS hIAME> 
8.leIle FORTRAN VALUED FUNCTIONS, 
9 , INTERNAL REPRESENPATION 8 F  EXPRESSIONS 
THE GENERATED SYMBOLIC ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS ARE REPRESENTED 
I N  LINEAR ARRAYS* EACH ITEM OF AN EXPRESSION OCCUPIES ONE ENTRY I N  
THE ARRAY WHICH IS REFERENCED AS A PAIR OF WORDS, C-D, OR I N  
INDEXED FORMI C( I ) -D( IL THERE ARE TWO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE: 
THE RATIONAL CONSTANTS OCCUPY TWO CONSECUTIVE PAIRS WHERE THE 
F IRST PAIR  I S  USED FOR THE NUMERATOR AND THE SECOND PAIR  FOR THE 
DENOMINATOR. THE SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES ALSO USE TWO CONSECUTIVE 
PAIRS, THE FIRST PAIR I S  FOR THE NAME OF THE VARIABLE, THE SECOND 
PAIR I S  F O R  THE SUBSCRIPTS, 
THE EXPRESSIONS STORED I N  THESE LINEAR ARRAYS ARE I N  PREFIX 
NOTATION WHICH I S  DECRIRED I N  SECTION 9 . 2 .  THE MINUS 4ND D I V I D E  
OPERATORS ARE NOT RFPRESENTED INTERNALLY; THE EQUIVALENT FORMS ARE 
DESCRIBED I N  SECTION 901, TO ACHIEVE UNIQUE REPRESENTATION OF 
IDENTICAL EXPRESSIONS, AN ORDERING I S  IMPOSED ON THE ARGUMENTS OF 
SYMMETRIC OPERATORS; THIS  I S  DESCRIBED I N  SECTION 9.3, SECTIOb 9.4 
DESCRIBES THE DEFIN IT IONS USED FOR THE FORMAL FUNCTIONS BASED ON 
THE IKTERNAL REPRESENTATIOFI OF EXPRESSIONS, E e G e  THE NUMERATOR OF 
AN EXPRESSION, SECTION 9,5, DESCRIBES THE SIMPLIFICATIONS ACHIE- 
VED WITH THE OPERATIONS OF EXPRESSIONS BASED ON THEIR INTERNAL 
REPRESENTATION* 
9.1, TRANSFORMING MINUS AND D I V I D E  OPERATORS 
L E T  E p $ l ~ E 2  REPRESENT ARBITRARY EXPRESSIONSr THE FOLLOWING 
TRANSFORVATIONS ARE USED TO DELETE THE UNARY PLUS, MIKIUS, AND 
D I V I D k  OPERATORS: . 
+E -> E (UNARY 4-1 
THESE TRANSFORMATIONS ARE APPLIED A U T O M A T I C A L L Y  DURING THE I N F I X  
T O  PREFIX PRANSFORMbTPON, 
9,2, EXPRESSIONS IN PREFIX EIOTATIBN 
THF P R E F I X  N O T A T I O N  OF A L G E B R A I C  EXPRESSIQRS 1% CHARACTERIZED 
BY THE FACT THAT THE OPERATORS PRECEDE T H E I R  ARGUMENTS, THUS THE 
THREE ARnTwMEsxe OPERATORS - ADBp MULTIPLY@ AND EXPONENTPA- 
L I Z E  - AS BINARY OPERATORS WITH ARGUMENTS A AND B ARE AS FQLLOWS: 
INFIX: PREFIX: 
I N  THE ABOVE EXAMPLES@ ALL OPERATORS WERE BINARY OPERATORS. FOR 
GENERAL SPECPFICATXONr WE MUST ESTABLISH THE FOLLOWING NOTATION: 
LET 
C ~ C b r C 2 v s ~ e s C K  REPRESENT CONSTANTS 
V P V I P V ~ P ~ ~ ~ Q V ~  V A R  IABLES 
E , E P I E ~ , ~ ~ ~ v E M  XPRESSIONS 
FEN)tFl(Nl~eor OPERATORS OR FUNCTIONS WITH N ARGUMENTS. 
FURTHERMORE* LET A PERIOD BE USED FOR THE SEPARATION 3F SYMBOLS. 
E e G e  
CORRESPONDS TO THE SUM OF THE 3 VAFIABLES VlrV2 AND V3,  
GEkERALLVp THE RECURSIVE DEFINITION OF AN EXPRESSION IS AS 
FOLLOta'S :: 
THE F I R S T  ITEM OF AN EXPRESSION IN PREFIX FORM I S  CALLED THE 
LEAD OPERATOR, 
THE TWO ARITHMETIC OPERPTORSp + AND * p  ARE SYMMETRIC OPERATORS# 
I,E, F,l+E2=E2+E1 AND E1*E4=E2*EIe 77-415 CAUSES A NOH-llNIQldE REPRE- 
StNTBPIOh OF 6THERWPSE IDENTICAL EXPRESSPONS~ FOR THE SOLUTION OF 
Pt4IS PROBLENp AN ORDERIP~G f P  IMPOSED ON THE EXPRESSIOrlSe THIS  
ORDERING 15 DEFINED Obi THE PPEFTX FORM OF THE EXPR%%S%ONSe AND I T  
IS APPLIED FOR THE ORDERING OF ARGUMENTS OF THE SYMMETRIC OPERA- 
TORS, + AND *, THUS# Ef+E2.AhB Ef*E2 ARE WEPRESENTEE IN PREFIX 
FORM AS FOLLOWS 
+(2)oElaE2 AND *(2leEleE2 IF El < E2 
+(2)*$2rE1 AND *(2) sE2rE1 IF El V E2 
GENERALLY9 
+(N)aEleeoEIe*eEdaq,EN, +(N).E%areEIaerEJee,EN 
IMPLIES EI < EJ FOR I<J ~ % e d = l ~ e s ~ , N e  ONCE THE ORDERING OF 
EXPRESSIONS IS ESTAPLISHEBp THE UNIQUE REPRESENTATION OF EXPRES- 
SIONS IS ASSURED* 
THE ORDERING OF EXPRESSIONS PS DONE ACCORDING TO THEIR INTERNAL 
B I N A R Y  REPRESENTATIONB EVERY ITEM O F  AN EXPRESSION IS REPRESENTED 
BY TWO INTEGER FIELDS, TYPE FIELD@ AND D A T A  FIELD, ITYP(I), AND 
D ( P 1 ,  THE RELATION OF TWO EXPWESSBQNS~ 
IS DETERMINED BY COMPARING I T 5  INTERNAL FIELDS, 
P T Y P Q S ~ ~ ~ D ( S ~ ~ ~ I T Y P ( S ~ ) ~ D ~ S ~ ) ~ ~ ~ I T Y P ( S N ) ~ D ( S N )  AND 
I T V $ ~ I ~ I , D ( T ~ ~ ~ I T Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ Y P ( T N ) ~ D ( T ~ J ) P  
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT* THE FBPST NQN-EQUAL FIELD DETERMIPJES THE 
R E L A T E O N  OF THE EXPRESSIONS@ I e E ,  
ITYPlSJ) = X T Y P B T J I  AND D(SJ) = B(TJ) FOR J = ~ P , , , P K - ~  
AND I T Y P ( s K )  < E T V P t T K )  
IMPLIES Es E2 
O H  
ITYP(SJ) = IVYP(TJ1 AND B [ S d )  = DITJ) FOR J=1v,,e~K-l 
AND IPYP(SKI=ITYP(TKI ANO DGKI c D ( T K I  
IYPLIES E l  Q E 2 ,  
WHEN ALL FIELDS ARE EQUAL $HEN THE TWO EXPRESSIONS ARE IDENTICAL* 
S I N C E  THE TYPE FIELD OF TWF F I R S T  ITEM CORRESPONDS TO THE LEAD 
OPERATOR OQ AN EXPRESPIBNt THE PRIMARY SORTING OF THE E x P R E S ~ ~ O N ~  
IS BY THEIR LEAD OPERATORS, 
THE INTERNAL REPRESENPATION OF THE ITEMS OF EXPRESSIONS 1% 
L I S T E D  IN TARLE I % P i  APPENDIX A *  
THIS  SECTION DEFINES THE FORMAL FUNCTIONS 
(CODEMPCOEFFINUM~DENOMI EXPON~SASEI  BASED ON THE PREFIX  REPRESEN- 
TATION OF THEIR ARGUMENTS, THE NOTATION USE0 I %  THE SAME AS I N  THE 
PREVIOUS SECTION, NAMELY 
C - FOR CONSTANTS 
v - FOR VARIARLES 
E - FOR EXPRESSIONS 
F ( N ) -  FOR OPERATORSI FUNCTIONS W I T H  N ARGUMENTS 
WHENEVER THE ARGUMENTS OF THESE FUNCTIONS CONTAIN A DUMMY 
VARIABLE OF AN UNDEFINED F~JNCTIONP THEY AWE NOT EVALUATED, 
THE NUM AND BENOM FUNCTT~NS GIVE THE NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR 
OF AN EXPRESSION E Q  RESPECTIVELY* OBVIOUSLY( 
I N  I N F I X  NOTATION, THE DEFIN IT ION OF THE NUMERATOR/BEIJOMHNAT8R OF 
AN EXPRESSION DEPENDS ON I T S  LEAD OPERATOR, LET 
BE THE EXPRESSIONp THEN 
I F  F f * * * a  I , E ,  THF EYPWESSION I S  NOT A PRODUCT OR EXPBNEPJ- 
VIAL EXPRESSION, THEN 
NUMCEI FI E AND BENOMCE3 = 4 
I F  F = ** K,E, THE EXPRESSION IS  AN EXPONENTIAL EXPRESSION 
WHICH MUST RE I N  THE FOLLOWING FORM: 
F = **(21eEleE2 
WHERE E l  I S  THE BASE AND $2 $ 5  THE EXPONENT, LET 
E2 WAVE THF FOLLOWING FORM 
E 2  = G(WIeE2LeE22eeeE2Me 
THEN WAVE THF EXPONENT E2 SEARCHED FOP NEGATIVE 
CONSTAN=%: 
I F  GBM)=C SUCH THAT C < 8  THEN 
NlJMC E 3= 3 DENOM[ E 3=$** ( - 9  ) 
I F  G(MD=*(M) THEM 
I F  E21=C SUCH THAT e<o THEN 
NUML E 7= % (SENOnPIC E l=E** (-1 1 
OTl-IERkd I SF 
Nur4 3 = [  I.lENOb4C E J=$, 
I F  6 6 ~ 4 ) = + i V )  THEN 
E=*(M),**(2).ElcE2p. .**t28,E1.$2M 
AND THE FACTORS FOR THE NUMERATOR/ 
DENOMINATOR ARE DETERMINED BY THE 
PREVIOUS TWO CONDITIONSe 
%F F = *  f ,El  E I S  A PRODUCT, THEN ALL FACTORS 
OF E P  E 1 , e . r t E N ~  ARE CHECKED FOR 
PMEIR NUMERATORS AND DENOMINATORS 
B Y  THE PREVIOUS CONDITIONS AND 
FINALLY: 
NUMCEIz *(N)eNUMtEIleNUMCE21eeeNUMCENJ 
DENOMCE3Z * ( N )  eDENOMEEI3eeeDENOMLEN3 
FUNCTION CODEM PUTS THE ARGUMENT EXPRESSION I N  COMVON DENOMINA- 
TOR FORM, I F  THE EXPRESSION I 5  NOT A SUM, I e E ,  I T S  LEAD OPERATOR 
25 NOT + F  THEN COBEM DOES PIOT CHANGE I T S  FORM, WHEN THE EXPRESSION 
E I S  A SUM* 
THEN THE DENOMINATORS OF THE SUBEXPRESSIONS AWE DETERMINED: 
AFTER DISCARDING THE DENOMINATORS WHICH HAVE VALUES IDENTICAL TO 
b r  THE LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE I S  DETERMINED AS THE PRODUCT OF 
CERTAIN DENOMINATORS FROM THF ABOVE L I S T :  
THE DISCARDED DENOMINATORS ARE THOSE FOR WHICH THERE I S  ANOTHER 
DENOMINATOR WITH THE SAME EASE AND A LARGER EXPONENT, I I E ~  
IS  DISCARDED I F  THERE I S  A 
DFNOMCEIK3 = DENOMCEJJ = * * ( 2 I e E J P . E J 2  
SUCH THAT 
E L 1  = E J P  A F J ~  EITHER E L 2 z C l  < 62zEd2 
OR Eb2=*(K)eCIeEE2eeeEEK AND 
E J ~ = ~ ( K ) , C ~ , E E ~ ~ B ~ E E K  AND 
c p  < C% 
AFTER THE COMMON DENOMINATOR, ED# 15. DETERMINED* THE ORIGINAL 
EXPRESSIONt Ec IS M U L T I P L I E D  BY I f  TERM BY TERM, AND THE RESULT IS 
MULTIPLIED UY THE COMMON DENOMINATOR RAISED TO THE -1 POWER: 
WHENEVER THE ARGUMENTS OF THESE FUNCTIONS CONTAIN A DUMMY 
VARIABLE OF AN DEFENEQ FUNCTIONP THEY &RE NOT EVALUATED, 
FUNCTIONS EXPON AND BASF RETURN THE EXPONENT OR BASE OF AN 
EXPRESSION & p  RESPECTIVELY, WHEN THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E 15 NOT AN 
EXPONENTIAL OPERATOP I THEN EXPBNC E 3 = I  AND BASE6 E J=F. WHEN THE 
LEAD OPERATOR OF E IS * * p  F = * * ( 2 ) o E l . E 2 e  THEN EXPONCEJ=E2@ 
BASEC E ]=E l  
WHENEVER THE ARGUMENT O F  WWIS FIJNCTHBN CONTAINS A DUMMY 
VARIABLE ON A DEFINED FUNGTIONP I T  I S  NOT EVALUATED, 
COEFFEElpE23 RETURNS THE COEFFICIENT OF THE EXPRESSION OF €2 I N  
E l ,  E2  MUST BE EITHER A VARIABLE OW AN EXPRESSION WITH LEAD 
OPERATOR * * p  MATHEMATICAL# DIFFERENTIAL, OR UNDEFINED FUNCTION, 
P . E ,  E 2  M A Y  NOT RE A CONST~~NPS UM OR PRODUCT. 
THERE ARE 3 CASES DEPENDING ON THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E l :  
1, E l  IS  NEITHER A SUM NOR A PWODUCTe I r E e  THE LEAD OPERATOR OF E l  
IS NEITHER + NOR * o  THEN: 
THEN C B E F F E E l a E 2 3 = * I N - f ) e E I I b s B ~ E I K ~ E I J ~ ~ e E I N v  
K=I-LpJ=X+I 
C O E F F E E I P E ~ ~  - 0 OTHEWW ESE 
3 ,  E l  IS  A SUM* Z,E, THE LEAD OPERATOR OF $1 I S  +: 
T H E N  THE RESULT IS THE SUM OF THE COFFFICIENTS I N  THE INDIVI- 
DUAL TERMS: 
9,5,.1. AUTOMATIC SIMPLIFICATION, 
CONSTANTS: 
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS BETWEEN CONSTANTS ARE ALWAYS EVALUATED 
PRODUCING A NEW CONSTANT WHOSE TYPE DEPENDS ON THE OPERATION AND 
THE CONSTANTS OPERATED UPON AS FOLLOWS: 
I = INTEGER 
R = R A U O N A L  
F = FLOATING POINT 
ZERO IS  ALWAYS TYPE % 
RATIONAL CONSTANTS A R E  ALWAYS SIMPLIFIED 
ADDITION: 
% + I . - > $  
X + W - - > W  
I + F = > F  UNLESS IT IS ZERO 
R + W = > R  UNLESS 1f SIMPLIFIES TO INTEGER 
R s F = > F  UNLESS I T  IS ZERO 
F + F s n n > F  UNLESS I T  I S  ZERO 
MULTIPLICATION:  
I * I = > 1  
9 9 : R z ) R  UNLESS I T  SIMPLIF IES TO INTEGER 
I * F = > F  UNLESS IT I %  ZERO 
R * W = > R  Uh ESS I T  SIMPLIFIES TO INTEGER 
R * F = ) F  
F * F = > F  
EXPBNENTIALIZATION: 
Z E R U  I F  BASE IS P E 8 O  
INTEGER ONE I F  RASE IS ONE 
INTEGER ONE I F  EXPONENT I S  ZERO 
1% ** I => I 
R I F  EXPONENT 1% NEGATIVE 
I ** R --.> F 
ERROR I F  RASE I S  NEGATIVE AND DENOMINATOR OF 
EXPONENT IS  EVEN 
I ** F => F 
ERROR % F  R A 5 F  35 NEGATIVE 
R #a T z> R 
R j$r* ;?1? 13 F 
FRWOP I F  RA5F IS  NEGATIVE AND DENOMINATOR OF 
EXPONENT I S  EVEN 
R ** F -..> F 
ERROR I F  BASE I S  NEGATIVE 
F ** Z. -> F 
F ** '3 => 1" 
ERROR I F  RASE I S  NEGATIVE AND DENOMINATOR OF 
EXPONENT I S  EVEN 
F ** F ,> F 
ERROR I F  RASE I S  NEGATIVE 
NON-CONSTANTS: 
ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS: 
E = ARBITRARY EXPRESSION, C = CONSTANT 
MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS: 
ExPC LOGC E 1 1  => E 
LOG[ EXPC E 13  "> E: 
LOG[ ~1 ** E2 3 => E2 * LOG[ Ef.  3 
SIN[ -1 * E I '> - 1  * SINK E I 
TNHE -1 * E 1 => -1 * TNWC E 3 
ATN[ -1 * E 3 '> -1 * ATNC E 3 
eo$[ -1 * E I => COSC E I 
OPTION CONTROLLED SIMPLIFICATION,  
OPTION: EXPAND(K1 OR FUNCTION: EXPAND 
(N, K ARE POSIT IVE  INTEGERS) 
E I *  ( E ~ + E J ) = > E I * E ~ + E I * E ~  
( E l  + €2 ) ** N => El ** N + 
BINCNe13 * E l * * ( N - 1 )  * E2 + 
% I I 
RINCNtN-13 * E l  * E2**(Nm1) + 
E2  *"F "I t I F  K > N-1 1 
E X ~ C  E: + i ~ x ~  E Z  3 3 -.> ~2 * LoeC E P  a 
EXP$ EI * LOG16 E2 J l  -..> E2 ** E l  
LOG$ E l  * E2 3 => LOG!' EL 3 + LOG& E 2  1 
OPTION: BASE(E1 
C ** E => EXPC E * LOGCC3 3 
OPTION: PRODEX OR FUNCTION: PRODEX 
( El * E2 1 r* E 3  => ( E l  ** E3 ) * ( E2 ** E3 1 
OPTION: MFCT 
EXPC C l  3 => C 2  
LOGC C1 I => C 2  ( C 1 > 0 )  
TNHC C1 I => C2 
SINC C l  3 => C 2  
COSC C l  3 => C 2  
ATNC C l  3 => C2 
OPTION: INT  ( I I S  NON-NEGATIVE INTEGER ) 
FACE I 3  => 1 * 2 * e r e  * I 
BINC 1 1 ~ x 2  3 => (11/1) * ( ( 1 1 - 1 ) / 2 )  * r e e  * ( ( I l - I 2 + 1 ) / 1 2  
( I i  > 12-1 1 
BINC EPO I => 1 
RINC E v l  3 => E 
BINC E V E  I => 1 
STEP[ C l r C 2 v C 3  I => 1 I F  Cl=< C2 < C3 OR Cl=C2=C3 
0 OTHERWISE 

i g i *  APPENDIX A 
TABLE I ,  
INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF EXPRESSIONS, 
................................................................. 
~ I T Y P *  o f a ~  * REPRESENTS * 
................................................................. 
* O *  INTEGER * A SIGNED INTEGER AS CONSTANT * 
* ~ ~ ~ - * - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - w - - - - - m - * - ~ - - - - ~ ~ m ~ - m - - - ~ - ~ - m - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
* B *  I N E G E R  * A SIGNED INTEGER AS THE NUMERAT** 
* * * OF A RATIONAL CONSTANT, * 
* ~ m ~ - * - ~ - ~ - e ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - e - ~ - - ~ - m * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
* 2 * POSITIVE INTEGER * A POSITIVE NON-ZERO INTEGER AS * 
* * * THE DENOMINATOR OF A RATIONAL * 
t ~ :  * CONSTANT, * 
e * * NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR ARE * 
* 95 * ALWAYS APPEARING CONSECUTIVELYe * 
* * - - - * - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - m - ~ - - ~ - ~ * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ a - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - *  
* 3 * FLOATING-POINT NUMBFR * A REAL CONSTANT. JOL 
* - - - -* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -e-- - - - -m*-m---me--- -e-*- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -w--- -*  
* 5 * POSITIVE INTEGER=$ * 1 ~ ~ 7 4  ARGUMENT OF A FUNCTION * 
* * * DEFINED BY AN EXPRESSION. * 
6 ~ - - - U - ~ - ~ - B ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ m ~ - B . e - e * - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - w ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - *  
* 6 * ALPHANUIJEWPC NAME * NON-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE WHOSE * 
sx * * VALUE IS I T S  NAME, D(X), * 
* - - ~ e * - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ * - ~ - - - ~ ~ e - - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - w - - - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - *  
7 * ALPHANUMERIC NAME SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE WHOSE VAL1JE* 
* * * I S  ITS NAME, D ( I ) c  WITH I T S  * 
* * * SUBSCRTPTS DEFINED I N  THE NEXT * 
* * * TERM, * 
*----*-----------------------*----------------------------------* 
+ 8 * INTEGER IN FIELD 8-R * SURSCRIPT WORD WITH 1 SUBSCRIPT * 
sk z# FIELD 9-35 = O rp * 
* - - - - * - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - w - ~ - - ~ - ~ * - ~ - - * - ~ ~ - ~ - - * ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ *  
* 9 * INTEGER FIELDS 6-8 * SUBSCRIPT WORD WITH 2 SUBSCRIPTS* 
* * AND 9-17, -$r * 
* * FIELD 18-26 = 8 * ?# 
*----*------------------w----*---------------m---w-------e------* 
* 1 0  * INTEGER F IELDS 0-8r * SURSCRIPT WORO WITH 3 SUBSCRIPTS* 
* * 9-17 AND 18-268 * * 
* * F I E L D  27-35 z O 9~ * 
* - - - - * - - - - - - -a - - - - - - - -w- - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
* ~ ~ e - * - e - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - *  
* 11 * INTEGER FIELDS 6-8r * SURSCRIPV WORD WITH Q SUBSCRIPTS* 
x * 9 -19 r  18 -26  AND 27-35 x * 
x L * SUBSCRIPTED WARPABLE IS ALWAYS * 
* * * FOLLOWED BY A SUBSCRIPT WORD* * 
* ~ e ~ - * - ~ * - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - * - ~ - - - - ~ e - - - - - ~ - - - - - P - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - *  
* 1 6  * POSIT IVE  INTEGER * A COMMA ( P I P  WHERE H i  I S  THE * 
* * W 1  = F I E L D  8-17 k NUMBER OF FOLLOWING EXPRESSPBNSe* 
t * H2 = F I E L D  18-35 * M2=0 I F  THE EXPRESSIONS ARE I N  * 
J * k THE CORE, u 
il: Y * H2zSNDEX I F  THE EXPRESSIONS ARE * 
~k * * ON QRUMe I$: 
* ~ ~ ~ - * - w - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ - * * ~ - ~ e - - - ~ * - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - *  
* 14 * NOT USED * REPRESENTS ( r I T  I S  USED ONLY * 
* dr * DURING TRANSLATION FROM I N F I X  * 
t * z ~ :  TO PREFIX * 
* ~ ~ ~ - * - ~ - ~ e ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ * - ~ - ~ * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ ~ - - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - e *  
* 58 * POSITIVE INTEGER * ADD ( + I  OPERATOR WHERS D ( I )  I S  * 
l& * GREATER THAN 1 * THE NUMBER OF FOLLOWING SUB- * 
a% * * EXPRESSIONS T O  BE ADDED, * 
* - ~ ~ - * - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - ~ * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - ~ - * - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
* 19 + POSITIVE INTEGER * MULTXPLY ( * )  OPERATOR WHERE D ( I ) *  
* * GREATER THAN f * I S  THE NUMBER OF FOLLOWING SUBo * 
a d: * EXPRESSIONS TO BE MULTIPLIEOe * 
* ~ - - - * - ~ - - - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - w * - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - ~ - - e ~ - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - *  
* 19 * -2 * D I V I S I O N  /, USED ONLY DURING * 
f * * TRANSLATION FROM I N F I X  TO PREFIX* 
* - - - - * - ~ - - - - - - - m - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - * - ~ - - - ~ ~ ~ * * - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - - - - - ~ - ~ - - - * - e - - *  
* 20 * 2 * EXPONENPIALIZATION SUCH THAT THE* 
* * * FOLLOWING TWO SUB-EXPRESSIONS * 
* rc: * REPRESENT THE BASE AND EXPONENT?* 
ip: & * RESPECTIVELYI * 
* ~ ~ , - * - ~ - , - , ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - ~ - . B . B . B . B . B . B * C I l C I l - C I l C I l C I l ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~ *  
*-~-~-~-~-~---~~~-~-------~-----~-~*-~----~-----~-~-----~-~*~---* 
* 9HVN e3ZT+TQ $; * * 
* dOCI1 8ZF+Ociit * f * 
* 3X1d 9SZ+4h * f * 
* XIJ 9SZ+8L ~k * s 
$: BbVOlJ QZ1 +LL r(c * + 
* ItlOlA 8ZS+98 * * % 
* X3QOUd 8Z'I+Sh. * f q 
* 3Vld3U Ob$+EL * * s 
* isms OZ~~+ZL * rp r): 
f fl 9tlV C3219TL * * * 
I td 3sVB BZI+OL * * -JF 
* W NOdX3 BZT+69 * * ik 
;k CI WON3B 8ZT+89 * * $r 
* # WPIM BZT+b9 * * w 
* W JA303 QSZ+99 * $: * 
* W3Q03 WZT+S9 * * * 
t): QNVdX3 BZT+I-iS * * s 
* (S3NO # 3HI ld13X3) * * * 
* :NOIIV~SNVUI a~~una A~NO ~v3ddv * * * 
* "931NI U3IJIlN3aI 9NTM017Od 3H1 * * * 
* d31S ft(dG+ZS * * * 
* NI9 9I;Z+TS * * * 
* 3VJ QZV+OS * rp % 
* NIV 8ZT+kE * * *. 
rp SO3 8i?1+9S # * * 
II: NIS WZT+SE * * * 
* HNI QZ'B+kG * * * 
* 301 BZ%+EE * * * 
* dX3 BZ'I+ZE * * *: 
*SMOllOJ SV H3931NI U3IJILN301 NV * * * 
* SI LT-0 U1313 BNV SIN3Wn9UV SV * * * 
"UdX3-8nS 9NIMO17OJ dO U38WnN * * * 
t 3Hi SLN3S3Ud38 S%-81 S0731d * SC-BT ONV LT-0 * * 
* 3a3HM 5N0113NnJ TV31LVW3HIVW * 5a73Id U3931NI * TZ * 
*~~~~~~~,a~-~,~~~-,------Br,Br,-Br,--111111111111*-.s).s).s)--~-----~-~--------*---- * 
* m ~ ~ - * - ~ - - - ~ ~ e - ~ - ~ - * - - - ~ - - - - - * - - - - - ~ - ~ - ~ L - - - - - - e - - - - m - - - - - - - - - - - t  
* 22 * F IELD 0-17: * DEFINED FUNCTPONv USED ONLY * 
sc * EXPRESSION POINTER * DURING TRANSLATION FROM I N F I X  * 
~c * FXELD 18-35: % TO PREFIX * 
* * NUMBER OF ARGUMENTS * t 
*----*---------e---w-----ee--*--------------------------w-------* 
* 23 * 2 * DIFFERENTIATION OF A FUNCTIONAL * 
~c * * EXPRESSION BY A VARIABLE, I T  I S  * 
* * * FOLLOWED BY A SUBSCRIPTED OR d: 
* * * NONSUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE AND BY * 
* * * AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION OR OTHER * 
* * * DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR, * 
~ - - - - * - ~ - e - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - e e e e J c - . ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - . ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - m - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
*25- * ALPHANUMERIC NAME * AN UNDEFINED FUNCTION WHOSE NAME* 
* 31*  * IS D ( I ) ,  I T  I S  FOLLOWED BY * 
* * * I T Y P ( I ) - 2 4  SUB-EXPRESSIONS AS * 
* * * XTS ARGUMENTS * 
................................................................. 
